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FOREWORD
This technical memorandum documents the results of a study conducted at
the Langley Research Center and compares the Space Station 9 foot single fold
deployable truss, 15 foot erectable truss, and the 10 foot double fold tetra-
hedral truss. The study task was negotiated between the Langley Space Station
Office and the Space Station Project Systems Synthesis Office of Level B at
the Johnson Space Center. A cursory examination of the 15 foot PACTRUSSwas
" also included. The study team consisted of personnel from langley Research
Center's Space Station Office, Structures and Dynamics Division, Flight
Dynamics and Controls Division, Space Systems Division, and Facilities
I Engineering Division.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper the results of a trade study on truss structures for Space
Station are presented. Although this study has been conducted with the
refe, ence gravity gradient space station of reference i (hereafter referred to
as the Reference Document) in mind, the results are generally applicable to
other configurations.
Four approaches for constructing the space station were considered in
this paper and are shown in sketch A. Three of the trusses, the 9 foot single
fold deployable, the 15 foot erectable and the 10 foot double fold tetrahedral
I! truss are described in detail in reference 2 and the 15 foot PACTRUSSis des-
cribed in Appendix A.
The primary rationale for considering a 9 foot single-fold deployable truss
(9 foot is the largest uncollapsed cross-section that fits in the Shuttle cargo
bay) is that of ease of initial on-orbit construction and preintegration of
utility lines and subsystems. The primary rationale for considering the 15
foot erectable truss is that the truss bay size accommodates Shuttle size
payloads and the growth of the initial station in any dimension is a simple
extension of the initial construction process, The primary rationale for con-
sidering the double-fold i0 foot tetrahedral truss is that a relatively large
amount of truss structure can be deployed from a single Shuttle flight to
provide a large number of qodal attachments which represent a "pegboard _' for
attaching a wide variety of payloads. The 15 foot double-fold PACTRUSSwas
developed to incorporate the best features of the erectable truss and the deploy-
able tetrahedral truss. That is, the 15 foot PACTRUSSaccommodates Shuttle size
payloads within each truss bay, yet the whole keel structure can be deployed
from a single Shuttle flight.
The integration of subsystems on the 15 foot erectable truss, the i0 foot
tetrahedral truss, and the 15 foot PACTRUSSis perceived to be simple on-orbit
plug-in installatlon of highly preintegrated subsystem modules. These modules
would be field cohnected by pre-checked out wiring harnesses and other utility
lines which would be unspooled or unfolded and attached to the truss on-orbit.
This utility line installation could occur from the MRMSas it traveled between
subsystem locations. This "modularized" approach to subsystem integration has
several desirable characteristics which could simplify the Station design pro-
cess. First, by virtue of the fact that the subsystems are "pluggea-in" on orbit,
their interface wi,th the truss is reduced to simple geometric and mechanical
• considerations. For example, once the truss size is selected, highly preinte-
grated power modules can be designed without concerns such as interfacingwith
i
i the truss for launch integration. Second, downstream subsystem changes would
, not feed back and affect the initial truss design. These simple interfaces would
have the effect of reducing the interdependenceof work packages thus simplifying
the SE&I process. Third, replacementof the highly preintegrated and modularized
subsystems would be a reversal and repeat of the initial installation process,
thus greatly simplifying maintenance or replacement operations.
To provide an understandingof the characteristics of the four trusses
under consideration, several quantifiable features of the trusses are tabulated
in Table I. Many of these numbers are taken directly from refere,ce 2. The
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depioyed volume bay is listed sinc_ it may be desirable to embed payloads or
utilities in the truss to minimize interference with station operations and
growth. A large interior volume would presumably be desirable for accepting
more payloads, as well as providing adequate space for access and servicing.
The minimum package volume on the other hand is the volume required in the
cargo bay for launch of the structure only. The free-play keel distortion is
the accumulated deflection that would occur in the station keel for the same
ass_,med free-play in each joint. A cursory look at these comparisons indicates
that the deeper 15 foot truss has numerous advantages at the cost of an 4nitial
increased on-orbit construction time.
To provide a basis for comparing these different construction approaches,
a set of discriminators were established and are listed in Table 2. In subse-
quent sections each of the five discriminators are described and each truss is
qualitatively evaluated with an adjective rating. For each discriminator a
truss concept is given a satisfactory (S) unless it is perceived to possess
either some advantage (A) or disadvantage (D). For any truss concept to be
acceptable for construction of the Space Station, additional effort is required
to remove any perceived disadvantage.
REFERENCES
I. "Space Station Reference Configuration Description." JSC 19989, August
1984.
2. Mikulas, Martin M., Jr., et. al.: Space Station Truss Structures _nd
Construction Considerations. NASA TM 86338, January 1985.
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I. CUSTOMERACCOMMODATIONS
Tha Space Station is planned to be placed in orbit in the early 1990s and
is expected to provide a space operation base for the next 20 years or more.
Due to this long llfe it is important that the truss structure be capable of
evolutionary growth in all three dimensions, be capable of accommodating un-
anticipated alterations, and be capable of accommodating a wide variety of
Shuttle compatible payloads with a minimum of interference to growth and sta-
tion operations.
Growth Potential
To provide a truss with growth capability in all three dimensions it is
necessary that the nodal cluster at the intersection of the struts be designed
so that additional struts can be added on-orbit. Such a node is shown schema-
tically in figure I-I for an orthogonal truss. To permit complete 3-din,ensional
growth in addition to having cubic diagonal positions for payload attachments,
it is necessary that each node possess 26 attachment positions. A photograph
of such a node is _hown in figure I-2 with two quick attachment erectable joints.
Such nodes have been used for many years in the construction of ground structures
and there is a large body of knowledge relative to their use. For applications
in space, the node would be shipped to orbit with the necessary number of quick
attachment erectable joints bolted in place to construct the structure. Extra
joints could be attached initially or could be bolted on in orbit if needed for
growth. Special receptacles for attaching payloads would be bolted to the cubic
diagonal i_olesand are discussed in a subsequent section on payload accommodation.
The impact of integrating such a node in the different truss concepts is shown
in Table I-I. Although there is a possible interference problem on the 9 foot
deployable with the deployment threads as shown in figure I-3, it is believed
possible to integrate a 3-D node in any of the truss concepts. To make a better
estimate of the impact and weight penalty on the deployable trusses, detailed
designs of the joints must be made.
In addition to providing a capability for growing the truss in three
dimensions, it would be desirable that attached payloads not i-tzrfere with
futura growth or station operations. These issues are discussed in the next
s_ction on payload accommodations.
Payload Accommodations
The most common types of payloads to be accommodated by the station are
either small instruments or experiments, ar large cargo bay sized payloads. It
is likely that the smaller payloads will be integrated onto a standardized
pallet in the Shuttle/Stationmission system. For launch efficiency this pallet
would likely be sized to make maximum use of the cargo bay volume (pallet size
I0' 14' in diameter). Most larger payloads (storage tanks, large instruments,
spacecraft, etc.) are likely to be sized to maximize cargo bay volume efficiency.
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i chematics of how such payloads would be accommodated by the different truss
geometries are shown in figure I-4.
9 Foot _russ.- The upper sketch in figure I-4 depicts the cross-section of
a 3 bay wide keel with payloads attached. The 1eft hand payload is a 14' dia-
meter pallet with several small experiments attached while the right hand pay-
load is a large 14' diameter sphere or cylinder (the cylinder could be two or
three bays long). As seen in the sketch, _uch payloads would prohibit lateral
growth of the keel and also interfere with station operations of the MRMS.
" 15 Foot Erectable Truss or PACTRUSS.- The middle sketch in figure I-4
depicts the cross-section of a 3 bay wide keel with payloads attached. Because
, of the 15' size of the truss bays, the cargo bay compatible payloads can be
embedded within the truss structure. This feature permits lateral growth of
the keel if desired (indicated by the dashed lines) as well as minimizing inter-
ference with station operations on the MRMS. An additional potential advantage
of this attachment scheme is that payloads could be placed near principal moment
of inertia axes to minimize offset mass eccentricities.
For a number of reasons it may be deemed desirable to grow the station keel
in the orbital plane, as shown in figure I-5. Such a growth would maintain
"planar" symmetric payload placement which minimizes eccentric masses. It may
also be found necessary to increase the bending stiffness of the keel or to
provide increased payload space. Such growth would permit a large number of
payloads to he ciustered close to the station e.g. to minimize gravity gradient
:f "g" effects. As seen in figure I-5, growth in the orbital plane is easily
accomplished with the 15' truss and the MRMS could reach three bays without
' further capability. If it were desired to grow the keel in the orbital plane i
further than three bays, a plane change capability would have to be provided
for the MRMS to operate on that surface.
i0 Foot Tetrahedral Truss.- The lo_er sketch of figure I-4 depicts the
cross-section of a 6 bay wide keel with payloads attached. As mentioned pre-
viously, the basic philosophy associated with the deployable double-foid tetra-
hedral truss is to take advantage of its high packaging efficiency and place a
large amount of tru_s in oFbit initially. In keeping with the "pegboard" <
philosophy of the tetrahedral truss the payloads are shown attached to the upper
and lower truss nodes. Although more truss is initially provided, there is
considerable interference with station operations and general 3-D growth is
inhibited.
" Pa_.yload Attachment and Protection Concepts.- As mentioned previously it is
likely that small instruments and experiments will be integrated onto a stan-
dardized Shuttle/Station pallet, A potential growth version of a 15' truss
station which would accommodate many such payloads is shown in figure I-6. In
this version a large number of Days have been added to the lower portion of the
keel to provide numerous payload attachment ports in the vicinity of the modules
and close to the station e.g. This growth could occur in a gradual, evolutionary
fashion using an erectable approach. The growth could take many forms and could
include growth in the orbital plane as pointed out previously. Because of the
high redundancy of such a truss, many selective struts can be omitted to accom-
modate a wide variety of payload sizes and shapes. A sketch of an o_tagonal
pallet which would fit in the cargo bay is shown attached to a 15' truss struc-
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ture in tigurP I-7. Att?rhm_nt ar!T_Swhi,,:h v;,a',]d folrl t's fit in ttit .... nr,iu b_y
are shown in the upper ri,.ht hand "blow-Jp' of a truss (ornl_r rt_de. _ payload
attachment fixture is show, attacl_ed to the truss node in a cubic (!i_:g_ma
position, and the pallet arm with a simple protrusiorl connector is shc_wn n
position prior to insertion an(J lock up. Since the tour longer'. ,., s i
redundant, the face diagonal can be removed for payl()ad insert ..... .... r_ ,t
destroying the integrity of tl_e truss. In a multiple hay kei__ )r Irr .',, ,r,_
where there are many bays as s_own in the left hand insert, t :,!i; i'_,,I11n,l,,irlcy
of the truss wouid permit the diagonal to be permam_ntly omitt_ ' ,._ ,'._,!-' w_;.
Such a subsurface attachment ef the pal let permits complete unobsL ,,. __u move
merit and operation of the MRMSover the truss surface yet still provldes exce
lent access For servicing.
For some payloads it may be necessary to provide protection from propels on
plumes, radiation, micrometeoroids, or to provide thermal control. A concept
for providing such shielding is shown in flgure I-_. In this soncept, deploy-
able "curtains" would be added as needed to provide the protection necessary.
A hatch would be provided for access and as can be seen in the figure, the 15'
truss provides a large interior volume for servicing. An altf, rnate, more highly
preintegrated system is shown in figure I-9. In this ccmcept, the octagonal
, pallet as shown in figure 1-7 would have a collapsible protective covering
attached which would be dep]oyed on-orbit. A hatch is shown on top of the
shield for access. Such a system could provide protection from plume cuntam-
ination of the Shuttle during docking mane,,Jvers and the hatch Cohld he left
open during other times.
The 15' truss could also accommodate a 14' pressurize(T v_;lufne sucil as the
Spacelab as sl, own in fiwdre I-i(]. Although the cylindrical w_lum(" sh¢_wn is
one bay long, longer payloa(i_ could be accommodated by removing more members
from the redundant structure.
Customer Accommodation Summary
An evaluation of the customer accommodation discriminators is pr',:tseuted "_
in Table 1-2. The 9' single fold deployable truss was assessed to be deticient
in growth potential due to interference provided by the cargo bay size payluads.
Payload accommodations was assessed as satisfactory. The Ib' erectable _russ
and the 15' PACTRUSS were perceived to have an advantage in both growth p(_tential
and payload accommodations because of the bay size compatibility with cdrge bay
T
size payluads. .h_. tetrahedral truss could probably be grown in a satistactory
fashion and has an advantage in being able to accommodate a lar_je numl;er ot
payloads.
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[ If. SUBSYSTEM INT[:GRA_ION
!i A major consideration in tile choice of a truss configuration for the Space
Stati_)n is the issue of preint_,gration of many subsystem e}ements with the truss
during prelaunch huild-up versus the integration on-orbit of thesf _ subsystem
._. elements hy extravehicular _ctivity (EVA). The configurations of the subsystems
' and their interfaces to the truss therefore, reviewed in of thewere, light
_ tollowirlg requirements and objectives
r_
,i o Identify s.Ssystem interfaces to the truss and subsystem-to-subsystem
' interfaces which are trus_ related.
o Provide subsystem installation input to the construction scenario
for the estimation of EVA hours to construct the station.
o Identify discriminators and ke.y drivers in truss/subsystem integration
area.
o I(lerltify which subsystem elements can be [)reintegrated with the 9 foot
deployable and which m_'st he installed on orbit (see Table If-}).
,') (_c)nduct trades _)f tive major subsystem elem_,nts' interfaces to each of
thre,_ truss cor_tigurations (se_ Tab]es II-Z, II-3, [[-4, I[-b, and 11-6).
('
,. ,_uhsystem configurations ,_re those disc_ssed in references i[-1, 11-2, and II-3
_,_i with additiorlal descripti_ns suppl_ed, informally.
The bui}d-up scenarlo describ_.,d in r,_feren,:es I I-} and II-3 were those
generally useO in determining which subsystems are brought to orbit on which
Shuttle flights. The Shuttle i)a.y](,,,i(i packaging shown in references [i-} and
11-:3 were also use(] to determine th,_ ;edsihility of preint_gration uf the sub-
system elements. Shuttle payload w_ghL limits were not used in this study.
Weight limit of 35,0i3U pounds will pr()bably be violated on those Shuttle f] ight. s
where m()dules weighing hetwet_n 35,UOJ dn(l 54,gUll pounds as sIlown in Table
.._ 4 3 _.4-z,• ._ ¢i)atlr! L_/)) (It ,_etererlt(, II-1 are brm(jht t_)or'hit.
:--,ul)s/steul [)i%( ,,_ssior_
A diScuss!_m _}[ rnt _ review at each su[)syst_,m is _:or_tained in Lhis sectiorl.
Where, q_I_systenl _nt,_rmat:._)_ w,_s Id(.king ", , dSSI rlpt,(.)rl_ wert' illa(te an_.Jdr'e (I¢)(.;u-
F illt,r_Eed [)el_.)w.}[
; The method ()f in'_i, allation or each subsystem vl(3m_nt in each truss
c,,mligurati(m wa,; evaluat,_d, li_t, results art'_ shown in Table [I-L. [r'atle studies
wer'(, then made tar Lne _ILtitude control ussemb!y, ke(,I ,_lounted propuisJon Lank
modules, rotary joint, r_,generative fuel c,ll-e and power conditioner, and the
mobile r'efuot_ manipul,_or system (MRMS). The _'valuation criteria include
enw.'1op_,/packaging, instailatio_, a|ignment to the truss, access for servicing,
and orbital r_,placement of units for each truss contiguration considered.
23
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Fb Electrical Power Subsystem.- The electricai power subsystem is describedin reference II-2. Ea_.h pnwor cah]_ i_ n.4 i _...... _,,_ x 2 lftLlle_ and can handle 15
kw. To allow for the eventual distribution of 300 kw of power in the growthstation, four c,bles will be insta]led on the IOC Station. It is assumed that
the cable can ,e bent on a radius to thickness ratio of 10 to i which is a 4
inch bend raoius. Preintegration of this cable with the 9 foot deployable
truss is shown in figure II-1. The inboard folds must be supported temporarily
during launch in order to prevent breaking the temporary string or velcro ties.
Preintegration of the transverse boom rotary joint and the inboard regenerative
fuel cell and power conditioner in a single 9 foot truss bay is shown in refer-
ence II-1. Later configuration information for these two subsystem elements
shows that the power conditioners and rotary joint cannot be preintegrated into
one 9 foot bay. The interference between them is shown in figure II-2. The
inboard power conditioner must be installed by EVA/MRMS one bay outboard of the
bay containing the rotary joint. There is currently no room in the Shuttle
cargo bay packaging arrangement for these two power conditioners. Outboard
power conditioners can b{ preintegrated into the 9 foot truss for the fourth
Shuttle flight. Trades for the power conditioners are shown in Table II-2.
Power transfer across the rotary joint is by the electrical power transfer unit
or roll ring assembly (see figures II-2 and iI-3) under development for the
electrical power subsystem. Utility po_er controllers will likely be inte-
grated into the subsystem elements for which they are providing power. Power
management controller configuration has not been decided upon at this time.
It is assumed that, if it is hardware, it can be preintegrated with the folded
transverse boom truss. It is noted that there should be a quick disconnect
arrangement between the power conditioner and the radiators so that either can
be removed without too much disturbance of the other. It is assumed that photo-
voltaic (PV) blankets and beta joints can De preintegrated as shown in reference
II-1.
Other assumptions regarding the electrical power subsystem are as follows:
o All power ca_les throughout the Station will be foldable on a sma]l
enough bend radius to allow preintegration for the 9 foot deployable.
This same configuration cable will be used for the 15 foot erectable i
truss.
o The Data Management System (DMS) (fiber optics) is embedded in all
elements of the electrical power subsystem.
o Photovoltaic is the IOC power source.
Utilities integration required for the electrical power subsystem are as
foIlows:
o Installationof four regenerative fuel cells and power conditioners
in the 9 foot or the 15 foot transverse boom truss cubes outboard of
the transverse boom alpha joints.
o Instal]ationof power management controller and main bus switching unit.
o Power c_ble installation on the truss and hookup throughout the power
me......ent and distribution (PMAD) system.
24 OJ
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o DI.iS fiber optic conm_ctions for" data monitoring and PMAO control.
o Power cable hookup from the. s:_lar hl_nl_pt_ _"v,__'C'_,.. power _u_,u_'tiuf_imj,
and storage equipment.
_) Installation of four radiators on the transverse boom.
Guidance Navi_atior, and Control Suasion; (GN&C).- This subsystem consists
of m_gnet!c torquers _if used_ and an attitude cohtrol assembly (ACA) containing
six to eight control moment gyros (CMG), one inertial reference unit, one or
two star trackers and computers. The ACA is the central cube for the 9 foot
deployable truss and is preintegrated into the transverse boom. The ACA is
• installed in the central truss cube for the [5 foot erectable truss and on the
outside of the tetrahedral truss. It can have some CMGs missing or unused
until later in the build-up. Trades for the ACA-to-truss interfaces for t_a
three truss configurations are shown in Table ti-3.
Other assumptions re_arding the GN&C subsystem are as follows:
o Although active cooling may be required for the CMGs, they must be
designed for interim passive cooling since they must be operated prior
to the _r;stallation of the active cooling system several flights later.
o Installation and I_ookup o, the magnetic torquers is not cavered since
this subsystem element and its location are not defined.
u The ACA constitutes the _ f_ot truss central bay thus assuring truss
alignment. The ACA will b_ allsned to the IS foot truss central bay
on the ground. The truss members wi]l be disassembled end reassembled
on-orbit using Ehe same members, therefore, assuring on-orbit alignment.
Utilities integrati,.;n required fur the GN&r subsystem are as follows:
o Mounting of ACA at the cross of the boom and keel; on the ground for
the 9 tuot deployable and on-orbi_ for the 15 foot erectable,
o Connections to the power subsystem (PMAD).
o Active thermal control system ammonia pipe hookup.
o Electrical line to m_gnetic torquers located on the keel or the trans-
verse boom.
o [[)MS tiber optic hookup for data and control tunctior, transfer.
Comjt)u_rzi_c_atio___ns____a_n_O- Tra_ _ck!nlLSu__bs__ystem(C&T).- Antennas which are installed
on the transverse boom during the first S-_-ut_-le flight are temporary. After
the station is built-up they are supplanted by antennas on the upper boom and
the lower part of the truss. These transverse boom mounted antennas either will
be removed and stored or left in place as spares. For the s;cond Shuttle
f]ight the orbiter docks to the berthing ring on the transverse boom. The
antennas shown in reference [[-i have a stand-off distance of 2(3 to 30 feet.
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All of these antennas are close tn rh_.........a,_r_n,,,,,. _,,,,c_'ttl_ a_d sume may pt_ysically
in[e fere with this vehicle.
Assumption; regarding this subsystem are as follows:
o IF amplifiers, which are installed in the habitation/laboratory
modules will be temporarily installed on the transverse boom until
the appl riate modules are installed.
o All antenna i_stallations on the transverse boom made durin U the first
Shuttle flight are temporary.
o IOC antennas will not require on-erbit alignment to the Space Stat;un
reference axes.
o Antennas cdnnot be preintegrated with the 9 foot deployable truss.
Utilities integration required for this subsystem are as follows:
o Mounting of ant;ennas, waveguides, and transmitters/receivers onto
the truss a,,_ MRMS.
o Connections from PMAD subsystem.
o Coax from modules to transmitter/receiver boxes located near antennas
(from IF amplifiers on the transverse boom during first build-up
Shuttle flight).
o DMS data lines and processors - fiber optics cables.
o Communication BUS hookup to habitability module.
Information and Data Mana(jement Subsj(stem.- Assumptions regarding this
subsystem are as follows:
o All processors ano other devices are parts of the other subsystems
or installed in modules ex_.ept when the Space Station is in the early
build-up stage.
o Before the habitation n_odules are installed, a DMS processor must
be installed on the transverse boom to process controls and infor,la-
tion data fro,n the subsyste.m for operation and check-out.
o An umbilical from this DMS processor, temporarily it,stalled on the
transverse boom to the Shuttle payload bay. is required for checK-out
and initialization of the interim Space Station.
o Fiber o_)tics cables can be #r_integrated withi, the 9 toot deployable
truss.
26
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Utilities integration requireQ for this subsystem are as follows:
o Electrical power to DMScomponents.
o Attachment of fiber optic cables to truss on the preintegrated 9 foot
dep]oyable and on the on-orbit integrated 15 foot erectable truss,
Propulsion Subsystem,- The propulsion subsystem is described in reference
II-l, It is noted that there are 1600 feet of rigid:, insulated propellant l_nes
with heater blankets required for the IOC Space Stat_on.
Trades for the kee] mounted propellant tank assemblies are shown in Table
11-4. Assumptions regarding this subsystem are as follows:
o Satellite servicing propellant storage and distribution system is not
considered.
o All propellant tanks are brought to orbit filled with propellant.
o Two three-tank modules are mounted within the lower bay of the keel.
These two mndules are preintegrated with the 9 foot deployable and
are installed on-orbit fer the !5 foot erectable,
o Propellant tanks are covered with electric heater blankets and an
insulation blanket.
o All propellant lines are rigid, stainless steel tubing covered with
electric heater blankets and insulation. They are brought to orbit
empty.
e Thruster clusters cannot be preintegrated with the 9 foot truss.
o Control of the RCSengines and propellant management and monitoring
of system performance, temperature, and health will be accomplished
through the DMSfiber optic subsystem.
Utilities integration required for this subsystem are as follows:
o Mounting of propellapt tank modules in _h_ ?el and on the logistics
modul e.
o Mounting of Rr_ engine_ thruster clusters on the truss.
o Installation of 1600 feet of rigid propellant pipe.
o Electrical hook-up for power to solenoid valves, heater blankets,
signal and data processors.
o DMSfiber optic connections to the propulsion subsystem signal and
data processor.
27
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Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) Active.- The subsystem described in
reference iI-I uses two phase anhydrnus ammonia to provi(]u t.hree cooling tem-
peratures to the [nodules and to unspecified payloads. Six ammonia lines are,
therefore, required between the lower radiators and the modules. It is assumed
that six ammonia lines will be required runniqg From the lower radiators to
the top of the keel co provide active cooling for payloads, These cooling
lines will be insulated rigid aluminum pipe.
It is not clear whether the lower radiator booms and manifolds can be
preintegrated with the 9 foot truss so that the package can fit into the Shuttle
cargo bay,
The power subsystem provides its own cooling and is not addressed in this
subsystem section of the report. Assumptions regarding the thermal control
subsystem are as follo_s:
o Three ammonia liquid and three ammonia vapor lines will run the
length of the Keel for active cooling of certain elements of the
Space Station.
o Ammonia lines are insuleted; rigid aluminum pipe and, therefore,
cannot be preintegrated with either truss concept.
o Pumps and accumulator are brought to orbit with a habitation or
laboratory module. Therefore, the system cannot be used until the
proper module is installed, the pumps nookeo up, and the system is
charged with ammonia.
o Active heating aspect of thermal control subsystem is not included.
Utilities integration required for this subsystem are as follows:
o Mounting of six ammonia lines the length of the keel, keel exten-
sions, and to heat exchangers on all modules.
o Mounting/deployment or radiator panels near the keel extensions
(includes the lower alpha joint).
o Electrical power to pumps, contro] devices and thermal control sub-
system data processors.
o Hookup of ammonia lines to cold plates, heat exchangers and pumps.
o DMSfiber optic hookup to TCS signal and data processors.
Structures and Mechanisms.- A separate study of a rotary joint for the
9 faot truss is _n progress. The bearing is 6 feet in diameter and 26 inches
long and considered to be state-of-the-art. The bearing, preintegrated with
the 9 foot truss bays, is shown in figure II-3. A feasible continuous bearing
for the 15 foot bay truss may require extensive development. An alternative dis-
crete bearing concept is shown in figure II-4. In all truss configurations
electrical power will be transmitted across the rotary joint through a center
mounted roll ring assembly which is under development by Lewis Research Center.
Trades on the truss impacts on the rotary joint are contained in Table 11-5.
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j A concept for the MRMSenvisioned for Station build-up, transport of
modules and other hardware, and station and payload servicing is that shown in
i_! figure II-5 and described in reference II-4. This MRMSis approximately the
size of a truss bay for the 9 foot and 15 foot trusses and approximately 9 feet
by 18 feet for the tetrahedra] truss. It travels on guide pins mounted on the
truss nodes and thus avoids the need for truss mounted rails. Trades for MRMS
integration are shown in Table 11-6.
Assumptions regarding the structures and mechanisms subsystem are as follows:
• o Electrical power and DMSsignals, either electrical or fiber optic,
are the only utilities crossing the alpha joints on the upper boom.
o Ammonia liquid and vapor, DMS signals, and electrical power cross
the lower alpha joint to the lower radiators.
o The truss diagonals for all preintegrated 9 foot truss bays are not
spring loaded and can be easily removed for access to preintegrated
subsystem el ements.
o The EVA and environmental control and life support subsystem (ECLSS)
utilities integration are considered to be included with the module
utilities integration.
Utilities integration required for the structures and mechanisms subsystem
are as follows:
e Rotary joint installation on the transverse boom.
o MRMSinstallation onto the truss.
o Mounting of modules to truss.
o Module-to-module and module-to-airlock attachment. '_o
o Electrical power hookups to the modules.
o DMSfiber optic hookups to the modules.
o Coaxial cable hookup to module which feeds the C&T transmitters and
receivers on the lower keel and upper boom.
o Installation of propellant tanks and propellant feed line to logistics
modu]e.
o Hookup of ammonia lines to module heat exchangers.
o Hookup of electrical power and DMSdata lines to the upper alpha
joints and electrical power, DMSdata lines, and ammonia lines to the
lower alpha joints.
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o Preintegration or on-orbit installation of electrical power, electrical
signal, coax, and fiber" optic cable harnesses throughout the space
station truss•
o MRMSbattery charging station installation and hookup.
SUBSYSTEMINTEGRATIONSUMMARY
lhe degree of subsystem preintegration with the 9 foot deployable truss
shown in reference II-i is not being realized as more subsystem description
data becomes available. Subsystem integration summary trade comparison for the
deployable versus erectable trusses is shown in Table 11-7. A summary of the
subsystem integration effects is as follows:
I. Power cable, coaxial and fiber optic cables, attitude control assembly
(ACA), transverse boom mounted rotary joint, outboard regenerative fuel
_ cell and power conditioners, and keel mounted propellant tanks can be
preintegrated into the 9 foot deployable truss.
2. Reaction control system (RCS) thruster clusters, temporarily mounted
transverse boom antennas, RF boxes, and data management subsystem (DHS)
central processor cannot be preintegrated.
3. The inboard regenerative fuel cell and power conditioner cannot be pre-
integrated into the transverse boom.
4. Beta joints and deployable photovoltaic blankets can be preintegrated
provided their packaged configuration is as shown in reference ii-I.
i 5. Thermal control lines and propellant lines are rigid insulated tubing andcannot be preintegrated.
6. Fifteen foot erectable truss provides the most space and access for _
installation and servicing of all subsystem elements.
7. Rotary joint studies for the 9 foot truss are further along than for the
15 foot truss. Further definition of the rotary joint is necessary in
order to assess its effect on subsystem integration.
8. The on-orbit integrated truss construction approach with modularized sub-
system integration has potential for simplifying the systems engineering
and integration process between subsystem elements and work packages.
i
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III. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
P
i_ Concerns
i As part of the Deployable/Erectable trade study, concerns about the
construction operations of Space Station were examined These concerns included"
1) the construction procedures and the feasibility of these procedures, 2) the
number of extravehicular activity (EVA) hours required to reach the Initial
Operational Capability (IOC) configuration, 3) the ability to package the desig-
nated components into the Shuttle cargo bay for each flight, and 4) the Shuttle
flights required to accommodate the space station components, and the possible
alternatives to the construction procedures and the packaging of the components•
Previously, the construction operations were addressed in the Space Station
Reference Document (reference Ill-l). In the Reference Document suggestions
were made for the construction of Space Station using three different truss
configuratio,s. In addition, the construction time required to assemble the
9 foot deployable truss structure was presented. This section of the deployable/
erectable trade study readdresses the procedures for construction of the IOC
using the 9 foot deployable truss structure and also addresses the procedures
for construction of the 15 foot erectable truss structure.
Construction Procedures
For the construction procedures, the 15 foot erectable truss structure
configuration and the 9 foot deployable truss structure configuration, as seen
in figures Ill-1 and III-2, were used as models. Both are based on the Reference
Document Configuration of Space Station, the power tower.
As part of the development of the construction _rocedures, the assumptions
shown in Table Ill-1 were made. Based on these assumptions and the construction
scenario in the reference document, construction procedures for IOC were formu-
lated. The procedures, corresponding assumptions, and references are given in
Appendix B.
The erectable and deployable configurations have the same assembly objec-
tives per Shuttle flight. As shown in Appendix B, each flight is broken down
into the various construction tasks and each task is allotted an amount of time
in which to be accomplished. These times are based on previous EVA experience
in space or in neutral buoyancy simulation. Each task is also given a
feasibility rating. The rating system is as follows:
I - has been done in space
2 - has been done in neutral buoyancy (Ig wei_!htless simulation)
3 - has been done in i_
4 - has never been done
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These ratings are based on known data and do not attempt to determine whether a
task could or could not be accomplished in space. A further breakdown of the
feasibility ratings for tasks is shown in Appendix C.
The erectable truss is constructed using a continuous piece by piece
assembly operation, while the deployable truss is constructed in sections that
are attached in segments and then deployed. All subsystems for the erectable
truss must be install_d on-orbit. Although some subsystems can be pre-integrated
for the deployable structure (see Appendix B), there are some subsystems which
must be installed on orbit.
The erectable truss supports a Mobile Remote Manipulator System (MRMS)
• with a 15-foot square platform while the deployable truss only supports a g-
foot square MRMSplatform. Because of the larger area more equipment can be
transported in a single trip by the erectable truss MRMSthan the deployable
truss MRMS. This results in fewer trips by the erectable truss MRMSas can
be seen in the procedures, particularly Shuttle Flight II in Appendix B.
Figures (111-3 and 111-9) show the space station construction, flight
by flight. These figures are of the deployable truss but the components and
configuration would be the same as for the erectable truss.
EVA Requirements
For the procedures examined in this study, the EVA requirements were based
on the current EVA procedures used for the Space Shuttle. All assembly work
was considered done by a two-man EVA team in EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Unit)
pressure suits. The maximum time for construction operations for a crewman was
six hours per EVA. This time did not include setting up equipment in the cargo
_ay, adjustment to working in the suits, or clean up of the cargo bay at the
end of an activity.
The EVA crew for the erectable truss was actively involved in construction
procedures at all times, while the EVA crew for the deployable truss had periods
of inactivity in which they were inspecting deployment operations.
The total amount of EVA time required to construct the IOC space station
is 111.5 hours for the erectable truss structure and 96.2 hours for the deploy-
able truss-structure (see Appendix B). Figure III-i0 shows the total EVA hours
required per Shuttle flight and breaks these hours down according to the following
eight possible tasks: building/deploying the structure; leading/unloading the
MRMS; installing the radiators; installing power cables, ammonia lines, and
, fuel lines; installing modules and airlocks; installing Utility Power Controllers
(UPC)/Main Bus Switching Units (MBSU)/Power Management Controllers (PMC) and
antenna systems; MRMStravel time not directly involved with construction of
structure or subsystem installation; and all remaining unclassified tasks.
Building the structure for the erectable truss involved the construction
of the main truss framework including the three bays encompassing the GN&C,
and the power conditioning units (RFC/PWR). Deploying the structure for the
deployable truss involved the installation of each section o_f truss plus the
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deployment and inspection of the main truss framework. For th'" erectable
structure, it would take 1 minute a strut or 13 minutes a bay to build the
structure and for the deployable structu e, it would take 5 minutes bay to
deploy the structure. Because of the time involved to install the segments of
deployable truss and because there are more 9 foot bays required to equal the
same length of 15 foot bay size structure, there is little difference between
the two methods in the time to construct the truss structure. The exception is
Flight I where the GN&Cand power conditioning units were installed for the
erectable truss and preintegrated for the deployable truss.
Loading and unloading the MRMSwould take more time for the erectable than
the deployable truss since the erectable truss had more components to be installed
on-orbit.
For both structures the radiators were installed similarly and, therefore,
the times do not vary between the two methods of assembly.
The ammonia pipes and hydrazine fuel lines were laid in bay size sections.
The power cables are preintegrated in the deployable structure and installed
in the erectable structure. Even with the preintegration, again because there
are more 9 foot bays than 15 foot bays, the time required to install the ammonia
and fuel lines is longer for the deployable structure than the erectable.
The modules, ,_irlocks, UPCs, MBSUs, PMCs, and antennas are installed
similarly between the erectable and deployable structure, and there is no large
difference between the two construction methods. However, there are several
UPC/MBSU/PMCunits and antennas for both configurations thus resulting in the
large installation times, particularly Flights II and IV.
The MRMStravel time, as already mentioned, is travel not directly involved
with construction but involves the transport of equipment from one fixed point
to another. The effect on construction time is more pronounced for the deployable
structure because the MRMSplatform is smaller and cannot carry as much equipment
in one trip as the MRMSfor the erectable structure.
As a comparison to the previous study on the required EVA time for the
deployable 9 foot truss given in the Reference Document, figure III-11 shows
the Reference Document time line and this trade study's time line. Much of the
additional time now seen in the trade study is due to incorporating the instal-
lation of several subsystems not included in the Reference Document procedures.
These systems nave almost doubled the first predicted time lines.
Figure III-12 shows a comparison between the time to construct the erectable
structure and the time to construct the deployable structure for the main truss
structure alone. A total of 24.25 hours of construction is required for the
erectable truss as opposed to 21.35 hours of construction for the deployable
truss. This chart includes any loading and unloading of the MRMSand any travel
time of the MRMSthat would be required to build the basic truss structure as
well as the actual construction times.
The number of EVAs (composed of a team of two crewmen) required to support
each Shuttle flight is shown in figure Ill-13. An estimate of the minimum
number of crew and days in flight are indicated based on the assumption of 6
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hour EVAs with 24 hours drying time between the use of each EMU. EVAs are
assumed to be available on the second day of the flight (a condition not yet
practiced). For flights with only three or four EVAs, one EVA crew could fill
tile requiremenLs, iluwever, ut_ fl_ghL requiriny five to eight EVAs, two alter-
nating EVA crews would be required. Two EVA crews may not be a realistic
approach as they would require five EMUpressure suits and the stowage of these
suits in the Shuttle may be difficult to achieve.
Packaging
• The construction procedures and the EVA time lines are based en the Space
Station components required on a given Shuttle flight, not on the weight or
volume of these components. A list of the Space Station components, their
packaging sizes, and their weights is given in Appendix D.
Many of the component package sizes were derived from the Reference
Document, others were assumed or are unknown. The same considerations were
used in determining the weights of these components.
It is assumed the usable envelope of the shuttle cargo bay is 55 feet long
and 14.5 feet in diameter for the space station components. The current build-
up scenario causes some flights to violate this volume constraint.
For the erectable truss structure Flight V, which includes the logistics
module and additions to the transverse boom, the combined length of the radia-
tors and the logistic module violates the 55 foot length restraint, as does the
combined diameter of the solar arrays and the power conditioning units (RFC/FWR .
Similar problems are seen for Flight V of the deployable structure. Also
Flight I of the deployable structure exceeds the volume requirements with solar
array cannisters that extend 17 feet across the cargo bay diameter. Flight II
of the deployable structure, although it does not exceed the volume restraints,
does just meet the restraints.
In all cases, restraints, pallets, and cradles that may be used in the
cargo bay to contain the components and secure them for launch and landing
loads have not been included in the sizing of most of the packages, and will
have an impact on the final packaging of these components.
The Shuttle can transport up to 65,000 ]b of cargo to low Earth orbit and
up to 32,000 Ib of cargo to a high Earth orbit (see reference III-2). The
Reference Document identifies a 270 nmi circular orbit for Space Station.
, Depending upon whether Space Station is constructed at the 270 nmi orbit or
constructed at a lower orbit and boosted to the higher permanent orbit will
determine how many of the components the Shuttle will be able to carry to orbit
per flight. As can bE seen in Appendix D, only Flights I and II of both the
erectable and deployable structure are under a 35,000 Ib weight. And because
of unknown weights in those flights, as well as flights III-Vll the total cargo
weight will increase.
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Because of these volume and weight constraints, it is highly probable the
Reference Document's and this trade study's construction procedures will be
changed to accommodate the constraints. Although the tasks and the required
EVA hours _o._rnncfmurf_.,_., Space _,_,,_ .... _,, _a_h,"f! i'_h*u,,_,,aj_.,_k..........,=_ , a,,_=_," _"_,,=
time to perform the tasks should remain constant.
Shuttle Flights Required and Alternatives
This study uses for a basis the seven Shuttle flight construction scenario
outlined in the Reference Document. Because of concerns already addressed in
this paper, the number of Shuttle flights required to construct Space Station
could change. Table 111-2 lists several alternatives to the construction
scenario used in this study and their implications on the number of Shuttle
flights. Two of the alternatives listed involve construction procedures incor-
porating the MRMScapibilities.
For the erectable construction approach as outlined by the scenario for
Shuttle Flight i, Appendix B, a framework is to be erected across the shuttle
cargo bay. The Space Station tralsverse beam would be erected from this frame-
work. An alternative is to build the docking bay across the cargo bay using
the Shuttle manipulator foot restraint and the MRMSas depicted in figure 111-14.
Once the docking bay is completed with the MRMSattached the transverse beam
would be built off the docking bay using the procedures already established
in the appendix.
An alternative which uses the MRMSin the deployable truss scenario is
shown in figure I11-15. Instead of developing a deployer for the truss struc-
ture, the MRMScould be used for the same function. The MRMSpush-bal would
deploy the structure by attaching to the nodal joints and pushing the bay into
its deployed position. The MRMSwould then move its platform onto the recently
deployed bay and proceed to deploy the next bay in the series. By using the
MRMSas a deployer, the cost and weight of a deployer mechanism would be elimi-
nated and the research and development involved could be transferred to enhancing
the MRMS capabilities. Both of these alternatives would likely decrease EVA
time required for construction.
Taking into account the best conditions to the worse conditions to build
the Space Station, it is estimated to take from six to nine Shuttle flights for
the erectable structure and seven to ten Shuttle flights for the deployable
structure. Most of the additiona_ flights would be created to compensate for
volume and weight restraints not EVA hours.
Conclusions/Recommendations
This section of the deployable/erectable trade study addressed construction
operations of the IOC using the 9 foot deployable truss structure and the 15-
foot erectable truss structure. Concerns in this study included I) construction
procedures and their feasibility, 2) EVA hours required, 3) packaging of the
Space Station components, and 4) Shuttle flights required and alternatives to
construction procedures and packaging.
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Out of these concerns two _tems present themselves as possible discriminators
between an erectablu and a deuloyable truss configuration. The first is pre--
integration vs. inteyration on-orbit. In this study, the deployable is able to
take advantage of preinteyratien and save EVA construction time on the first
Shuttle flight. However, in the following flights, both structures require
sufficient or-orbit integration to negate any further advantage of the
deployable over the erectable.
The second discriminator would be the actual tasks performed by the EVA
crews. The erectable truss structure requires constant assembly work, where she
deployable truss structure does allow the crews to rest during d_plvyment where
they are only required to inspect the structure. However, this only amounts to
approximately 14.6 hours out of 96.2 hours, 15 percent of the total deployable
structure construction time.
These two discriminators are not strong arguments for one truss structure
or the other when coupled with the total EVA hours of construction time; 111
hours for erectable vs. 96 hours for deployable. Therefore, EVA in and of
itself is not a major discriminator between the two structures.
However, the number of EVAs per flight as shown on the chart in Table I]I-3
is a deficiency which needs to be resolved. F1iyhts I, If, and IV need to be
reconstructed so as to redistribute the EVA hours to three or four EVAs per
flight staying within a much more reasonable work envelope for the crew and
i, Shuttle support. Three EVAs per flight a11ows for 126 hours of crew EVA time,
indicatin 9 that the 111 hours of erectable truss construction and the 96 hours
of deployable truss construction ar_ satisfactory numbers for EVA hours.
>
,, A much more serious area of concern i_ _he weight and volume constraints
of the Shuttle cargo bay. Dependiny upon final size and weight of the Space
ii Station components, the number of flights to build Space Station may vary from
ri six to nine flights for the erectable structure dild seven to ten flights for
i_ the deployable structure. Further consideration in this area is recommended.
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IV. COST ANALYSIS
i: introduction
The Space Station truss cost trade off analysis represents a four week
effort to examire, in as much engineering detail as possible, potential con-
figurations of the primary truss for the Space Station structure. The truss
configurations examined are the fifteen foot erectable and the nine foot deploy-
able with deployer.
The conclusions reached are the sole perspective of the estimators and are
based on the review of many documents and engineering definition provided by
numerous project enyineers within NASA. The results preseqted in this study
should be regarded both as a completed first step within the design-to-cost pro-
:;! tess and as a stepping off point for improving the cost estimates provided here
i through refined engineering definition, for examining additional truss design
_ alternatives, and for obtaining a better estimate of the cost of the fully
integrated truss.
L
Modeling Approach
Design Assumptions.- The engineering design for the fifteen foot erectable
was supplied by the Structural Concepts Branch at the Langley Research Center
(LaRC) and is based on the node and node fitting design as shown in figure IV-I.
It was assumed that the fifteen foot erectable final assembly would be completed
in an extravehicular activity (EVA) environment, An attempt was made duri,Jg the
study to use a detailed description of the most recent Rockwell International
truss/d_plo, yer design. However, details could not be obtained during the short
time frame available. Hence, the nine foot deployable was adapted from a Rock-
well International design defined in figures 1.3-2 through 1.3-8 of reference
IV-I, which is illustrated by figure IV-2. A bidirection deployer was assumed
so the deployer was composed o+ two back-_o-back units of the deployment mechan-
isms shown in figure IV-3. EVA guidelines were supplied by the LaRC Structural
Concepts Branch. The "mushroom" guide pin was assumed to be used for both con.°
figurations and was assumed to be machined from aluminum.
Estimatin_ Ground Rules.- The basic estimating ground rules are shown in
figure IV-4. It is important to note that a low, medium, and high cost were
estimated for each Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) element. These costs are
based on the bes_ possible believable, the expected, and t._e worst possible
believable engineering scenarios. The assumptions describing the engineering
process for each scenario were used to provide respective costs based on the
engineering definition, The low cost may be interpreted as the minimum cost
associated with a belicvable engineering process. Similarly, the high cost may
be interpreted as the maximum cost associated with a believable engineering
process. As SL:ch, no statistical interpretation can be meaningfully attached
to _hese numbers. To do so would imply statistical knowledge which is not
available.
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No consideration has been given to which budget the money comes from since
the intent is to compare resources required to do the job. For example, EVA is
considered part of the cost even though it may come out of an operation] budget.
Budgetary adjustments may be provided by the reader.
No consideration has been given to which contractor will develop and pro-
duce the truss. However, the low estimates assume contractors which have
performed this work before and have many existing plans and procedures which
can be applied. Conversely, the high estimates assume contractors which ilave
few or no existing plans and procedures to apply.
A risk analysis has been applied which is based on the definition of the
engineering process by engineers, not on the engineers perception of cost.
This results from using the low, medium, and high estimates obtained from the
engineering scenarios and applying a statistical process to those cost numbers.
For this study, risk is assumed to include both technological/production risk
as well as the risk associated with the ability of engineering/estlmating
personnel to define the bounds within which the engineering process will fall.
The scope of the tradeoff study is shown in figure IV-5. Because of the
short estimating time frame, only the primary truss structure, its associated
integration and test (I&T), the deployer, its associated I&T, the truss/deployer
I&T, the associated construction EVA, the remaining EVA for integration of other
systems with the primary truss, and that portion of the system I&T which would
be performed by the truss team have been included.
Shuttle flights have not been included since the yuidelines provided to
the cost estimators for this study do not indicate a difference in the number
of flights required between configurations.
A desirable output for the study is a cost estimate for both the truss
after assembly in space while awaiting integration with truss attachments and
a cost estimate for the activity required to integrate all truss attachments
to the truss. The cost of integration can only be estimated after a detailed
examination of all attachments and their associated attachment processes. Both
the short time available for the study and the lack of available engineering
definition of the attachments and attachment processes prohibited completion
of such an estimate. A reduced goal of obtaining the cost of the participation
of the truss/deployer team within the total system I&T process was realized.
This is shown by figure IV-6 which illustrates that the system I&l process is
composed of the efforts of a large number of team participants associated with
the respective subsystems. Whereas the total system I&T cost could not be
estimated within available resources, the truss team's participatory effort
could be estimated.
The scope was further narrowed bj specifically excluding the rotary joints,
the solar arrays, the radiators, the antennas, the modules, other attached
appendages, integration and test of sensors and control, all electronics, all
software, and all secondary structure for attaching modules, cables, pipes,
antennas, etc. It was also assumed that there would be no requirement for the
construction of facilities for assembly and test. These assumptions were neces-
sary due to lack of engineering definition and estimating schedule constraints.
7O
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. Basis of Estimate
i Cost_A_na__ysis.- The Marshall Space Flight Center Space Station Cost Model(SSCM_ and the Genera_ Dynamics Convair Division, Large Advanced Space Systems
(LASS) Computer-Aided Design and Analysis Program Cost Model defined in reference
IV-2 were examined for use as estimating tools. Both are designed to be used
at a high WBSlevel which does not permit estimating cost within subsystems
, based on detailed engineering definition. Consequently, the RCA PRICE cost
estimating mode] defined by reference IV-3 was used since it permits cost esti-
• mating at any WBSlevel for which calibration data exists. LaRC has beer, using
PRICE for engineering detail based estimates for a number of years and has a
reasonable calibration base for the level of detail used in this study.
The groundwork for the study was laid by establishing comparable work
breakdown structures as shown in figure _V-7. The primary difference is that
the fifteen foot erectable does not require a deployment mechanism.
The analysis was perfol _ed at the lowest level in the work breakdown
structure at which engineering definition could be obtained in sufficient
detail to obtain parameters for the RCA PRICE cost estimating program. This
was often the smallest metal or graphite/epoxy component in the assembly pro-
cess. This is illustrated in figure IV-7 in that the estimating process was
appiied to the individual metal components of the node fitting in figure IV-I.
, E_ngineering Assumptions.- Each of the WBSelements at which cost is
i! estimated i_ called a cost generation center and may represent any of a number
_ of types of hardware or software end items as shown by figure IV-8. For this
i study all were either structural or electromechanical, For each cost genera-
I:! tion center a number of engineering based assumptions were made. Although a
.._ uniform manned space specification level was assumed, individual considerations
_' at each WBSelement determined the number of protot.ypes, the amount of new
!_; design required, the familiarity of the design team with the truss/deployer,
il the quality of the design team, the amount, of design repeat captured, the number
:i of production items, the complexity of the manufacturing process, the number of
items integrated and carried to the next higher WDSlevel, and the complexity
_i of the integration process.
In addition, a large number of engineering process based assumptions were
made. The general tendency was to assume that the tasks were partitioned out
to engineers familiar with the process. The manufacturing complexities were
generated using the PRICE MCPLXSgenerator based on part tolerances of i0/i0000
. in. for the low, 5/10000 in., for the medium, and i/i0000 in. for the high
_cenarios. Appropriate assembly tolerance and production improvement adjustments
were made to account for the use of numerical control processes. The contractual
process was considered by assuming that parts for the low case would be supplied
by a first level subcontractor, for the medium case would be supplied in fifty
percent of the cases by a second level subcontractor, and for the high case
would be supplied totally by a second level subcontractor. As integration and
test approached the system level, more of the effort was assumed to be performed
by the prime contractor with less second level subcontractor participation.
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All configurations were costed using aluminum (low cost), stainless steel
(medium cost), and titanium (high cost) since there is uncertainty as to which
would be used or if some combination of all three would be used.
Two percent of the base parts were added as prototypes for individual
evaluation and testing. Eight percent of base parts were added to production
for testing and spares. Five percent of base parts, which were included in
the eight percent above, were assumed to be fully integrated in the next higher
assembly. The remainder were for individual piece part testing and spares.
u
All diagonals and longerons were assumed to be made of a 60/40 mix of
pitch 75 graphite fiber and epoxy. The excess laminate in the work breakdown
structure accounts for the cost of graphite/epoxy above $20 per pound which is
the value that the PRICE MCPLXScomplexity generator uses. All longerons and
diagonals were reduced in length to compensate for the length of the node (end)
fittings. Additional tooling in production was accounted for by using an ex_a
tooling ratio of 2.0 for the low case, 2.5 for the medium case, and 2.9 for L,e
high case.
The fifteen foot erectable truss part count and mass properties are shown
in figure IV-9. The nine foot deployable truss part count and mass properties
are shown in figure IV-tO.
EVA Assumptions.- For EVA astronaut training cost has been assumed the
only development cost since shuttle technology use is the baseline assumption.
The production cost is based on an application of the Shuttle Reimbursement
Guide (reference IV-4) to EVA timelines supplied by the LaRC Structural Concepts
Branch. Due to lack of definitive information during the study, wide bounds
were assumed with the intent of providing refined engineering definition later.
EVA was split into two WBSelements. The first element is the EVA necessary
for the construction of the truss only. The second includes all other EVA time
such as attaching modules, integrating power, etc. The intent is to distinguish
between resources necessary to deliver a finished truss and resources required
for system I&T so that trusses may be compared in a like manner. T_e percentage
of EVA cost for each WBSelement was determined based on the percentage each
functien represented of the total.
For astronaut training a baseline CER from the LASS cost model for space
constructi_q crew training was scaled up to 1987 dollars. The low assumption
was that the cost per trainee would be only eighty percent of the CER value,
that only four astronauts would be trained, and that those astronauts would go
on each flight. The medium assumption was that the cost per trainee would be
that of the CER and the five astronauts from four (20 total) different crews
wnulO be trained. The high assumption was that the cost per trainee was thirty
percent more than the CER and that all seven astronauts would be trained for
each of the seven flights (49 total).
For EVA production cost the cost of a unit of EVA is based on the Shuttle
Reimbursement Guide (reference IV-4) which when scaled up to 1987 dollars costs
a minimum of 156,000 dollars and a maximum of 261,000 dollars. The geometric
mean of 202,000 dollars was used for the medium. An EVA unit consists of suits
for two astronauts plus a spare and all consumables for the flight.
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The EVA guidelines provided were assumed to correspond to the low cost.
The medium was based on 25 percent additional hours. The high was based on 75
percent more hours. When more than twenty-fcur team hours of EVA were required
on a flight, it was assumed that a second crew would be required for that flight,
thus requiring two units of EVA. When rnnrp than 42 team hours were required,
it was assumed that the excess hours were to be added to the next flight.
For the fifteen foot erectable truss the number of EVA units assumed to
be required for the seven flights for the low assumption was nine, for the
medium assumption was ten based on trouble in only one flight meeting the time-
lines, and for the high assumption was eleven based on trouble meeting timelines
on two flights.
e
For" the nine foot deployable truss the number of EVA units assumed to be
required for the seven fl_ghts for the low assumption was eight, for the medium
assumption was nine based on trouble in only one flight meeting the timelines,
and for the high assumption was ten based on trouble meeting timelines on two
flights.
Cost Risk Analysis
Cost Risk Analysis Model.- All of the previously discussed assumptions,
plus additional engineering assumptions, were put into the PRICE model which
provided costs which were then put into a spreadsheet program where the markup
factors were applied to generate inputs to the risk analysis program. This
estimating process is illustrated by figure IV-II.
A cost risk analysis was performed for each configuration. The objective
was to get an approximation of the distribution of possible projects costs and
to obtain an estimate of the expected delivered cost.
Often the estimator is requested to provide the cost of the delivered
project. The only possible way the final cost of a project could be provided
prior to its initiation would be to know the final configuration of the
deliverables and also the exact process by which that configuration was
realized. At this stage of the design process this is clearly impossible.
The engineering process by which the project is brought into being is
dynamic. A possible model for this process is a network in which each node is
a decision point. As the decision is made at each node a particular path is
taken. The path resulting from the combination of all decisions within the
project defines the path representing the finished project. The network of all
paths represents the totality of all possible projects which could have ensued
from the beginning of the project. A cost risk ana!ysis examines this network
with the intent of approximating the range and distribution of all preject costs.
The project cost distribution has been approximated representing each cost
generating center by three paths associated with the most optimistic, the
expected, and the most pessimistic engineering process assumptions as seen by
the engineering/estimatorstaff. The low, medium, and high costs for each cost
generating center are thus functions of the PRICE parameters which correspond
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to the most optimistic, the expected, and the most pessimistic engineering
process assumptions. The cost produced from the cost generating center is then
I selected from the associated low, medium, and high cost for that center with
equal probability. Many other selection weightings are possible, but none seem
more justifiable orior to detail_a _vam_ _*_ _ ........
_........ n ,on of ,,_ _fuu_uiiiLy distribution
: of each center than an equally weighted selection which assumes that no informa-
tion about the distribution is available. The probability density and cumula-
I tive distribution functions are then determined as described for the typical
cost risk analysis based on the collection of a thousand random project cost
sums. This approximation was feasible within the time frame since the low,
medium, and high costs were estimated in order to bound the range of possible
project cost. Thus, the risk analysis was performed by running three complete
PRICE runs for each configuration and then using the available data.
Since the cost estimating relationships in PRICE are monotonically
increasing functions of their parameters we are assured that the sum of the
lowest values for all cost generation centers is the lowest of a]l possible
sums. Similarly, the sum of the highs of all the cost generation centers is
the highest of all the sums. Thus, th_ low and high runs also properly bound
the range of believable project costs as desired.
Cost Risk Anallsis Summary.- The expected delivered costs for the
unintegrated trusses are summarized in figure IV-12. The expected delJvered
costs for the integrated trusses Including the truss team participation in the
system !&T is shown in figure IV-13. The numbers on these figures have been
normalized to the high cost of figure IV-13.
The lOWS for each configuration represent the lowest believable cost, the
mediums represent the cost based on the expected engineering scenario, and the
highs represent the highest believable cost. All are based on specific point
i designs which represent the early phases of the design process and are thussubject to refinement based upon improved engineering definition. As such,
these estimates represent a first step in the design-to-cost process. Note
_" that the risk estimate is the expected delivered cost to NASA based upon the
risk analysis.
Conclusions
Figures IV-14 and IV-15 show the relative distributions of cost for
structure, the EVA associated with truss assembly, the EVA associated with
truss system integration activities, and the truss team system I&T contribution.
Figure IV-16 indicates clearly that the deployer can add significa-t cost
to the project and should certainly be examined for innovative cost reduction
designs should that option be chosen. It also indicates that based on current
timelines, EVA is not a major discriminator between truss design configurations.
Table IV-I provides a summary of the cost ratings in the standard report
comparison form. The nine feot deployable point design as estimated in this
study was rated deficient because of the large addition to cost generated by
the required deployment mechanism. The fifteen foot erectable was given an
74
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advantage for two reasons. First, a flfteen foot concept has less mass than a
comparable nine foot concept and will cost less based on the reduced size,
material requirement, and part count. Second, the erectable concept will cost
less because it does not require a complicated deployment mechanism, thus
reducing size, material requirement, and part count further. The fifteen foot
PACTRUSS and the tetrahedral were not rated.
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V. TRUSS CRITERIA
Several Space Station truss structure considerations which could aid in
the discrimination between erectable and deployable concepts are discussed in
this section. Structural redundancy and ,ts influence on safety, orbital
operations, reliability, and ease of repair and maintenance will be addressed.
Complexities due to variations in joint stiffness, nonlinear characteristics,
and design detail and how they effect the accuracies of analytical and model
I
test methods in predicting the Space Station response to loads are discussed.
Results from modal ana1jses and transient response studies for various expected
loading conditions on the reference configurations are presented and compared.
. These results are used to investigate possible structural flexibility influences
on rigid body attitude control systems. Quantitative information is provided
as an aid in assessing tile risk involved in deploying the orthogonal tetrahedr 1
truss beam components of the single-fold reference configuration. Also provided
are discussions of a rigid body control analysis and a truss thermal analysis.
V-A-I. Structural Redundancy
The main concerns with structural redundancy are considered to be safety
in the case of an accident, and reliability of the deployment or erection
process. A summary chart is presented in Table V-A-I.
Safety.- Safety issues are more strongly influenced by the structural
type _i.e., single vs. multibay keel) than the construction approach, such
as deployable or erectable. Loss of a longeron strut from a single bay keel
(reference configuration) reduces by approximately 50% the beam stiffness and
load carrying capability (see figure V-A-I) whereas the loss of a node results
in a 100% reduction of stiffness and load carrying capability. Due to struc-
tural redundancy, a multibay keel retains its struct_rel integrity with slightly
reduced capabilities for either a longeron strut or node loss.
Orbital Operations.- Safety concerns are paramount during all orbital
operations. Therefor e_ operations on a single bay structure which is
susceptible to a critical accident due to lac_ of structural redundancy will
probably be greatly restricted. However, operations on a multibay structure
which is much less susceptible to a critical accident due to high structural
redundancy, w;ll probably be less restricted.
Re!iaLilit_.- Deployment of a redundant structure requires that sufficient
joint freedom or clearance be provided during the deployment process to permit
i the reliable lockup of all folding or telescoping members and joints. Theresultant reduction in stiffness that occurs requires the addition of a pre-
tensioning system, with its attendant complexity and reliability features.
Alternately, structurally tight joints may be used but the resulting high
frictional forces requires the addition of a system for applying high deployment
forces with its attendant complexity and reliability features. Cunversely,
the erection of redundant structures has been proven by experiment (referehce
V-A-I) to be both efficient and reliable using joints designs that display
essentially zero free play and linear behavior (see paragraph V-B).
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V-A-2. Repairability and Maintainability
The main concern with stru_t'Jral repair and maintenance is the ability
to easily replace structural truss components on orbit. A summary of the
salient findings is presented iT,Table V-A-2.
Lon_eron or Diagonal Re?1_cement.- The effect of joint free play requires
that d'eployable structures With and without joint preload systems be considered.
To date, the only deployable joint preload concept proposed employs _ tension
cable which is tensioned after deployment to remove free play in the structure.
Deployable trusses without a pretension system require tighter joints, which
will require special tools and some difficulty to remove the hinge pins in order
to change the strut. Reinsertion of a new strut, in this case, could require
additional fixtures to align the new strut hinge pin holes with the existing
structure hinge pin holes if movement has occurred due to thermal or station
keeping loads.
Deployable trusses with pretension cables inside the struts are considered
to be extremely difficult to replace. Station operation is affected in that
the pretension system must be relaxed (with attendant impact on the station
stiffness and operations) to permit the necessary operations of pin removal,
cable breaking and r_,_ttachment, and structural realignment/pin insertion to
take place. Moving the pretension cable outside the strut removes the problem
of breaking and reattachi_,_ the cable, however, all other difficulties remain.
Pretension cables outside the struts, however, add an increased risk during
deployment (i.e.- cable management problem) and a_. eccentric load to each strut.
Pretension cables anywhere result in a reduction of load carrying capability of
the preloaded strut.
Replacement of an erectable structure diagonal or Iongeron is accomp!ished
by simply reversing the assembly process. It is recognized that strut length
variations due to thermal or station keeping loads cou]J occur but are more
easily accommodated by design features of the side attachment joints which
permit insertion under worst case conditions. Underwater assembly tests of
struts which underwent length changes due to hygroscopic effects was accomplished
with little or no difficulty (reference V-A-I).
Node or _tten Replacement.- With a single fo]d dep]oyable truss, such as
the example shown in f_gure _-2, which has rigid batten frames, it is
essentially impossible to replace a batten or node on orbit without breaking
the station structure or bridging around the frame with an auxilliary structure.
All previous discussion concernin U pretension cables, tools and fixt,:res also
apply here. The addition of a fiuld break (i.e.,- erectable joint) in each
batten member would ease the batten replacement problem (while adding mass),
but nodal replacement difficulties remain due to the pin joints and preten-
sioning cables attached to every node.
Erectable truss node or batten replacement is accomplished by simply
reversing the assembly process and has been demonstrated by test (reference
V-A-t).
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EVA Repair and Maintenan, ; Ca_abil_.- An EVA repair and maintenance
canahility is r'_Qt_ir'pd hy hnth th_ d_nloyahle _nrt erectable sLructur__!
approaches, and is, therefore, not a discriminator between the two approaches.
However, past experience during assembly tests has demonstrated the n_cessity
for a device such as the MRMSshown in fi,j,Ire V-A-3. A multipurpose device,
the _RMS positions the astronaut as needed at a work site and provides a force
and moment capability between the astronaut and structure. It also serves as
a utility truc_ or platform supporting construction and payload attachment or
servicing as well as repair and maintenance functions (see references V-A-2,
V-A-3).
V-A-3. Trade Comparison
A summary of the deployable vs. erectable trade study results is shown im
[able V-A-3. The erectable truss was found to display a distinct advantage
in repair and maintenance capability. All deployable trusses considered were
found to be repairable but with much greater difficulty and/or greater mass,
complexity and cost penalty. The ease of repairing an erectable structure,
and conversely, the difficulty of repairing a deployable structu.e is also
related to the growth dnd/or reconfiguration capability of each structural
approach.
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V-B. Predictability
There are a number of areas of concern regarding structural predictability
associated with _jo,nts and some of these concerns are noted in the chart of
Table V-B-I. The first three items serve as discriminators between the three
truss configurations under' review and are discussed subsequently. The last
three concerns are general technology needs, and as such are independent of the
structural configuration or deployment/erection scheme. [he most significant
aspect of these last three concerns is model scaling. There is interest in
performing experimental dynamic studies on scale models of the space station
structure. However, there is a very limited database on joints and no data on
truss beams is currently available that is representative of the type of joint
dominated structures being considered. It is unclear if nonlinear load/
displacement response and/or hysteresis measured in tests of joint models will
scale from the models to full size hardware. Some preliminary experimental
programs should be conducted on simple joint models to examine scaling effects
before initiating a test program on scale models of a truss beam.
No stiffness requirements for the space station keel beam have been
established, however, it is a general]y accepted premise that both station
controllability and the operation of experiments will be enhanced by the use of
a very stiff keel truss beam. The stiffness of truss structures is controlled
to a large extent by the separation of the load carrying longeron members. The
effect of member separation, i.e, beam depth, on bending and torsional stiffness
is shown in the figure V-B-I. As indicated by the curves, significant increases
in both bending (El) and torsional (Gj) stiffness can be obtained by modest
increases in beam depth. Tick marks are noted on the abscissa for the three
configurations under review. The tetrahedral truss with I0 ft members has the
lowest stiffness because the member orientation gives the truss an effective
depth of slight over 8 ft. A 15 ft truss has a potential stiffness that is
nearly three times that of the 9 ft single fold or I0 ft tetrahedral.
Some reduction in structural stiffness is likely to be associated with the
joints. Although this is not included in the curves depicting El and GJ, it
could be a very significant factor (as much as 50%) depending on the number and 'L
type of joints required by the truss. Also shown on figure V-B-I are the results
contained in the space station reference document for the 9 ft single fold and
the 10 ft tetranedral. The band shown for these configurations include a joint
knockdown factor to 50 percent. It is clear from these results that it is desir--
able to begin space station planning with a configuration that offers the maximum
potential stiffness possible, especially since joints can have such a significant
knockdown. Also, ber,ding and torsional stiffness obtained by increasing beam
depth adds very little in either cost or mass whereas stiffness increases
obtained by increasing the axial stiffness (AE) of the members are generally
expensive and add significantly to the mass. Therefore, a 15 ft truss beam is
a significant advantage.
The truss keel beam configuration currently being considered has a large
number of members. A finite element analysis of the configuration even with
one element per member can be large and if multielements per inember are required
to include joint effects, the analytical model quickly becomes unwieldy and is
expensive to run, especially for parametric studies. One method to account for
%
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joint offsets is to consider an effective axial strut stiffness (A--E-)using the
relationship shown in figure V-B-2. As indicated the effective strut stiffness
is dependent on the relative lengths of the joint and members, as well as their
relative stiffnesses. Shown on the carpet plot oF the figure are regions where
erectable and deployable truss beams are expected to lie. These regions are
based on some preliminary test data and an examination of a number of joint
concepts. The effective axial strut stiffness for deployables are expected to
be lower than erectables for the follo,.,ing reasons:
i) Erectable trusses require two joints per member whereas most
deployable trusses require three joints per member. The
• third joint is frequently required in the center of a longeron
to permit folding.
2) The load transfer path through erectable joints is generally
simple and involves direct shear as shown in a subsequent
figure. For some deployables such as the 9 ft reference
configuration, the load transfer path is complicated and
involves a complex combination of bending and shear.
3) The joint design of an erectable has a single requirement,
to transfer load in an efficient manner, whereas the design
of a deployable joint is generally a compromise as necessary
to meet the several requirements of deployment, load trans-
fer, packaging and automatic locking.
" 4) For erectables, one joint fits all including attachment of
peripheral equipment and experiment modules. The deploy-
_ ables being considered, however, require a number of joint
designs for both hinging and telescoping members and
;" several of the joints must latch automatically for the
i beam to carry load.
i Due to the higher stiffness knockdown for deployables, the predicted
structural response could be significantly in error which would complicate
control system design and operation.
i One potential problem associated with joint dominated structures is freei play in the joints. Some free play in deployable structures may be required
to permit smooth deployment using a low drive force deployer. The amount of
free play is also associated with machining accuracy requirements. To under-
_tand the effect of free play on keel beam deflection a simple analysis was
conducted and the results are shown in figure V-B-3. The analysis is based
" on the assumption of small deflection so that the resulting curvature is equal
to the second derivative of the deflection with respect to the length.
Although no criterion for keel distortion has been established it is
clear from figure V-B-3 that the 15 foot erectable beam which is deeper and
has fewer joints has significantly less distortion than either of the two
deployable concepts. The I0 foot tetrahedral beam does not lie on either of
the curves shown because the orientatior; of the truss provides a geometric
amplification which significantly increases the distortion effect.
%
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The re_ljlt_ of a preliminary study to reduce the free play in a deployable
joint is shown in figure V-B_4. Tests were conducted on two simple aluminum
clevis joints with hardened steel pivot pins. One joint was fabricated with a
5/16 in. diameter reamed hole that provided a slip (or sliding) fit with the
pivot pin. The joint response indicates some free play near zero load and
some nonlinear effects at loads to about 500 Ibs which are attributed to pin
seating. At loads above about 500 Ibs the load/displacement is linear.
The second joint with the same dimensions was drilled and reamed for a
press fit with a 3/8 in. dia. pivot pin. The 20 percent larger diameter pin has
twice the pin bending stiffness of the 5/16 in. dia. pin. The test results for
the joint with the press fit pin are bilinear and have a hiqher stiffness in both
tension and compression. Although the press fit pin gives significantly better
predictability the joint has greater resistance to deployment motien than the
joint with the slip fit pin. A combined analytical and experimental program
should be conducted to evaluate the significance of the various factors that
affect deployable joint stiffness. Because of the difference in compression
and tension load paths, however, it is unlikely that one will be able to
eliminate the bilinear behavior of an efficient deployable joint.
Results of similar tests conducted on the erectable joint discussed in
the reference document are shown in figure V-B-5. The loading is for a
moderate level, however, the load displacement results are linear throughout
the test region. Special consideration was taken in the joint design to
ensure that the load transfer path was the same in both tension ana compres-
sion. No attempt was made to have a high axial stiffness (EA) through the
joint and the stiffness is well below what might be expected for the truss
keel beam.
A new quick-attach erectable joint concept has recently been developed at
the Langley Research Center. A photograph of a development model is shown in
figure V-B-6. The concept is for a side entry joint that Is loaded internally
during the joining process. Some attributes of this new joint are (I) the
components are simple, inexpensive to fabricate, and easy to inspect; (2) the
joint is easy to assemble and has positive latching that will not loosen due to
vibration or loading; and (3) it is capable of being fabricated for use with
structural members over a large range of sizes. The load transfer link in the
joint is a split ring with tapered internal sides. A matched taper is machined
on an end-bell of each tube. A collar attached to one member has an internal
taper to match an external taper machined on the perimeter of the split ring.
The collar is forced over the split ring thereby forcing the end-bells together
to internally load the joint.
Some preliminary test results conducted on this developmental model are
shown in the figure. The load/displacement results indicate a higher stiff-
ness in compression than in tension. The slope of the load/displacement line
changes at approximately 200 Ibs tension which indicates that substantial
preload can be generated using this joint concept.
This new joint has been incorporated into a multimember structural node
and a photograph is shown in figure V-8-7. The multimember aspect of the node
is the spherical center section, lhe sphere permits any member attached to
contact the node radially so that all force lines pass through the center of
I
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the .joint. All joints used in the construction of the keel beam would be
spot faced, dri]led and tapped at locations so that a member could be attached
at 45o to any other member. Special joints could be made to permit attachment
at other angles witho,'t changing the attachment method or character of the node.
Thus, the concept while being simple also has a high degree of versatility.
The assessment of predictability is shown in Table V-B-2. Based on the
aspects of effective stiffness, joint complexity, and joint free play it is
clear that a 15 ft erectable will have a higher stiffness and greater predict-
ability than either of the reference deployables. While some of the disadvan-
tages of the deployables are resolvable to some degree, often the solution of
one problem raises another. For example, eliminating free play in a joint due
to a press-flt pin causes the joint to be more difficult to deploy and may
cause binding.
,i4
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V-.(}. Sti tfn_,ss (ior',si d_-rat i on!_
Tnr'ee t!r_it_ e',ement models _)t Space Station reter'enc_ contiguratior_s
were-, d_ve]oimd io )nv_stigdt_ possible strucl.ures/Lontro] interaction and to
investigate# th_ _ dyr_dutic r__sponSe of the station to vdrious _xpected ext_rna
disturbance's and uctive controller mo,:lents. The models (shown in figures
V-C-i to V-C-3) were the 15 foot bay /5 KW reference contiguration with 30C)
joints and H/') dyndmic qegrees ot freedom, a 15 tout t)ay 30u KW growth version
with /0_ joints dnd 2055 dynamic degrees of freedom, and the 9 foot bay 75 KW
reference configuration with 514 joints and !542 dynamic degrees of freedom.
In these models the uressurized modules were modeled as beams with the equiva-
lent stiftness and lineal density of a 14.5 foot outer diameter aluminum cylinder
- with a wall thickness of ().I15 inch. Nonstructural masses were added to repre-
sent the internal module equipment masses bringing the total mass of each
module to the mass given in the reference document. Discrete masses were
applied at each node of the model to represent the various nonstructural compo-
nents expected to be in place on the station such as control moment yyros, power
management and distribution units, antennas, RCS thrusters, joint nodal clusters,
and distributed utility lines for heat, data and power transmission. The mass
characteristics of each model are given in Table V-C-I.
The truss members were represented by rod (axial stiffness) elements with
equivalent density and stiffness properties of a high modulus graphite epoxy
tube with a two inch diameter and a L).I)6 inch wdll thickness, The assumed
axial modulus of the rods was 40 x 106 psi reference V-C-I. All joint nodes
were treated conservatively as pin-connected. The appendages, radiators and
solar arrays, and their support structure were modeled as beams as were the CMG
and RCS thruster supports and module truss connections. No stiffness reductions
due to joint flexibility were included in the models.
_F_r_e_i[uencyDistributions.- At least the first one hundred natural vibration
modes and frequencies were calculated for each configuration. A plot of the
modal densities up to O.U Hz is given in figure V-C-4. Rigid body control
frequencies up to about O.Oi Hz were considered in the analysis. As shown on
figure V-C-4, this range is well below both the fundamental appendage frequency
and the fundamental structural frequency for all three configurations. The
thermal radiators exhibited the lowest frequency responses for all models. The
radiator responses differed between the 9 foot bay model and the 15 foot bay
models since the 9 foot bay m.odel had a large radiator situated on the keel
near the habitation modules whereas all the radiators for the 15 foot models
were situated on the transverse booms outboard of the rotary joints. The lowest
structural mode of the 9 foot bay truss was keel torsion and was well below' the
corresponding keel torsion mode of the 15 foot IOC model. The 15 foot bay
growth model had several transverse boom modes below the lowest structural mode
• of the IOC 9 foot bay model.
Effect of Structural Stiffness on Transient Response Performanc, The
dynamlc response of the three models w--_-e-nsubjected to four loading conditions
were investigated and some results of the analyses are presented in Table V-C-2.
The loading conditions were crew motion, orbit reboost, a I degree attitude
control command and a shuttle failed dock (where the orbiter attempts a docking
: maneuver but fails to complete the docking so that subsequent motion of the
_ station does not include the mass inertia of the orbiter). A description of
\
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the applied loads is given in the reference document. Three potential discri-
minators for truss stiffness are peak transient displ_cements, accelerations,
and stresses in the structure. Natural daTnpinu of i/2 percent was _ssumed.
Results at three locations on the station are presented; the noQal point at the
experiment module where there are constraints on allowable accelerations, the
tip of the outboard solar array where maximum displacements are expected and the
location of the CMGs. It should be emphasized that the truss joint effects
were not included and that truss stiffness reduction due to these joint effects
could have a sizable influenLe on the transler_t response.
The first set of columns in the table shows that for virtually all
locations on the structure and all applied loadings considered, the peak deflec-
tions of the 9 foot station are greater than those of the 15 foot station.
However, this comparison is not subject to any displacement criteria since none
have been established as yet. Therefore, it is possible that even the larger
displacements of the 9 foot truss are acceptable.
The second s_L of columns in the table show comparisons between accelerations
for the two truss sizes. Two conclusions can be made from these results. First,
for all input loads considered, with the exception of the attitude control com-
mand, the peak transient acceleration at the experimental module violates tile
10-5 G requirement which was initially established for the station as an environ-
mental criteria for' micro-G experiments. Second, comparison of peak accelera-
tions at all locations inspected shows that no trend exists to aid in the
discrimination oetween the two truss sizes on the basis of accelerations. This
was also illustrated in the reference document, and is due to the fact that
local accelerations are influenced by factors other than truss stiffness.
Finally, in considering transient stresses induced in the structure, the
lower stiffness 9 foot bay structural configuration in general had higher stresses.
An example of the increase in stress for the less stiff structure is indicated
in the table with a comparison of the peak bending stress at the base of an out-
board solar array astromast caused by a failed dock loading.
Effect of Rigid Bod_d____Attitude Control on Transient Response.- Two attitude
control systems were investigated for the IOC 9 foot and 15 foot models to ',
determine structures/control interaction. First, an attitude rate feedback
system was used to drive the CMGs to maintain attitude during the Shuttle
failed-docking maneuver. Second, the orbit reboost maneuver discussed in the
reference document that uses continuous firing of the upper thrusters and
intermittent firing of the lower thrusters to maintain attitude was studied.
Attitude Control Using Control Moment Gyros: No significant structures/
controls interactions were observed for either the 9 or 15 foot stations when
using the control moment gyro system. This is because the rigid body control
frequenc_ was low compared to the fundamental structural frequencies as shown
in figure V-C-4. For example, consider the transient response results given in
Table V-C-2 for a shuttle failed-docking maneuver. The results shown are for
an uncontrolled case and give a peak attitude angle of almost 16 degrees.
Including rigid body attitude control with a closed loop frequency and a damping
ratio of 0.004 Hz and 28 percent respectively results in an applied peak control
torque of 650 ft-lb and a peak angle of 0.81 degrees. The transient response
results of Table V-C-2 were essentially unchanged when the attitude control
%
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system was used in conjunction with docking disturbance. This non-interaction
of structures and rigid body controls is also illustrated by the rigid body
command results shown in the table. For this case (fruqu_ncy = u.v,_"__'_ Hz, 70
percent damping) a peak torque of about 500 ft-lb yielded very small elastic
deflections as shown in the table. It should be noted that control of the
station after a i_iled dock is an extreme maneuver which would lead to satura-
tion of the CMGcontrollers and require use of the RCS attitude control system
to desaturate the CMGs.
Reaction Control System: Reboost maneuvers resulted in some interaction
between the RCS thrusters and the structural modes and results are shown in
Table V-C-2. These results were taken from a 500 second reboost maneuver with
a deadband of I degree and hysteresis of 0.05 degrees. While peak displacements
were generally larger for the 9 foot model, no tendency for the displacements
to increase with time was observed for either station model. For example, the
peak displacements shown in the table occurred before about 220 seconds during
the 500 second reboost maneuver.
On-Orbit Operation of the MRMS.- Movement of the Mobile Remote Manipulator
System-_,--under consideration as an onboard utility vehicle, was investigated
to determine its operational limitations if the ma×imum acceleration at the
attachment point of a laboratory module is not allowed to exceed 10 -5 G. The
station was treated as a rigid body and the acceleration of the MRMS across a
bay was assumed to be sinusoidal. Figure V-C-5 shows _he time required for an
MRMS carrying a given payload to translate across one 15 foot bay such that the
reactive force causes a 10-5 G maximum acceleration of the station. Times range
from a minimum of slightly below 50 seconds (no payload transported) to a time
of almost 250 seconds (a payload of 50,000 Ibs transported). The acceleration
at the laboratory module due to the reactive force caused by the MRMS transporting
a 30,000 Ib payload was computed for the 15 foot bay finite element model using
rigid body and elastic modes. The applied reactive force was computed from the
rigid body study. The total acceleration response including the rigid body and
elastic accelerations for a one bay MRMS transfer is plotted in figure V-C-6.
The accelerations computed were very nearly equal to the rigid body accelerations
since the loading period was too long to excite any significant elastic response.
Modelin_ Accuracy.- The space station structures analyst should consider ,,
modeling the joint effects mentioned in Section V-B when preparing a finite
element model. Since no joint effects are included in the current space station
models discussed in this section, the models will appear stiffer than thu actual
structure they represent, with the amount of error being a function of the number
• of joints and magnitude of joint effects present in the particular truss.
In the current space station finite element models, no distinction can be
made between a deployable or erectable truss structure since no joint effects are
" included. It is difficult to add realistic joint effects since they are strongly
influenced by local design considerations and final joint designs have not been
established. Any stiffness and dynamic response comparisons which are used to
discriminate between deployable and erectable trusses based on an analysis
which does not include joint effects is suspect.
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b Because of the number of in the station trusslarge joints space structL_r-t _,
it is not practical to increase the fidelity of the model at erich .ioirlt in tn_=,
structure. It may be possible to obtain an acceptable represenLatlon of th_
stiffness reduction by calculating a reduced linear strut stiffness based on
both the strut and "jo,nt effective axial stiffnesses. Whether r,onlinear
behavior, which would include joint freeplay and hysteresis, must be included
in an analysis or whether a linear analysis with modified stiffness will give
acceptable results will depend on the degree of thu nonlinearity.
To _,resent an illustration of the potential inaccuracies _ssociated with a
model that neglects joint effects, in particular joint freeplay, consider the
Space Station keel beam. Assume that the magnitude of freeplay in each joint
of the truss is .0005 in. in general, this keel beam can undergo no-load
deflections due to the accumulation of freeplay (as previously shown in figure
V-B-3). The keel truss deformations due to freeplay presented in this figure
are replotted in figure V-C-7 and compared with peak trdnsient displacements
based on finite element models of the 9 foot and 15 foot Space Station which
do not include the joint freeplay. The transient displacements are clue to
three anticipated load scenarios: crew motion, _ failed shuttle dock and orbit
reboost, and, in all cases, displacements are less than the no-load displacements
that would be possible due to _he assumed joint freeplay. It is thus possible
that the actual truss deformations will be dominated by joint freeplay, and the
t accuracy of a linear analysis that neglects joint effects may be highly suspectkl
_" if these effects are large.
Deployable vs. Erectable Trade Comparison.- No station operational criterion
has been identified which would not be met satisfactorily by the trusses con-
sidered in relation to stiffness. There is, however, a definite benefit to
having the increased stiffness of the 15 foot bay truss which can provide a
more stable platform. The 15 foot bay truss with its lesser number of joints
will also have less detrimental joint dominant effects. The Table V-C-3 evalua-
tion reflects these considerations.
REFERENCES
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Structures and Construction Considerations. NASA TM-86338, July 1984.
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SINGLE-FOLD TRUSS
The objective of this task is to provide quantitative information as an
aid in assessing the risk involved in deployment of the components of the
reference 9 foot single fold deployable truss. It ]s assumed in this task
that such components would deploy in a controlled bay-by-bay fashion; that is,
sequentially. Further, for simplification, a planar deployment model is
assumed to be adequate for risk assessment•
Figure V-D-1 depicts the deployment 3f a single bay after several other
bays have been successfully deployed. The deployment of a bay is assumed to
be accomplished through the simultaneous unfolding of the longerons and tele-
scoping of the d_agonals. The longerons have hinge joints at their centers
Lr which permits unfolding. The hinge is assumed to lock up once the unfolding
of the longeron sections is complete. Lateral velocity of the hinge joint
_ provides the momentum neces_rj for locking. The diagonals are also assumed
"_: to lock up rigidly when fully extended.
Once the station is fu,{v deployed and operational, the truss members
will carry tensile or cc:_pr_sive loads with little or no bending present
since all joints _'e assumed to be pinned. The only bending moments that can
arise would be due to local vibrations of the truss members. Thus, the bending
moments in the members is not _, dE gn consideration for normal operation of
the station. Furthermore, during deployment the bending moments in the members
will be very small provided the bays deploy successfully. However, if for some
reason, a longeron hinge joint were to stick, bending moments in the members
would result, the magnitude of which will depend upon the extensional deployment
rate of the truss-beam component e  thetime the joint sticks.
To accomplish the unfolding of the bays, an applied control force is
necessary. This control force could come from a screw or other type of
mechanism. The control force, which varies during the deployment of a bay, is
assumed to act at the forward hinge joints of the unfolding bay as shown in
figure V-D-I.
__ment Analysis With an Assumed Stuck Hinge Joint.- Analysis of the
extending truss-beam when a hinge joint sticks was carried out using the
LATDYN finite element code of reference V-D-I. This code allows for large
rigid body motions and large deformations. Large rigid body rotations of
the truss members occur during deployment. When a hinge joint sticks rigid
body rotations of the members are limited, but can still occur.
Bending moments will be largest when the mass being pushed by the
deployment mechanism is greatest. Thus, 18 deployed bays, representing the
reference configuration keel, are placed ahead of the extending bay. They are
simulated in the model by a single beam whose stiffness is that of the deployed
truss-beam. In addition, a large mass representing a full fuel tank weighing
5000 pounds is placed at the tip of the 18 bay deployed portion of the truss-
beam.
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Initial conditions for the execution of the dynamic analysis are determined
_,u,,, figures v-u-_ _u v-u-_, _mJ Lemporai variation of the controi force Is
determined from figure V-D-4. In generating these figures, four different pro-
cedures for unfolding a single bay were considered, namely,
nearly uniform extensional rate
sinusoidal extensional rate
nearly uniform unfolding rate
linear unfolding rate
Both the initial conditions and control force influence the bending moments
induced when a hinge joint sticks. Thus, in order to choose cases for detailed
analytical investigation, consideration wa_ given to those extension profiles
and contrcl force profiles which appeared to produce worst case situations.
Using figures V-D-2 through V-D-4, three worst cases were chosen. The first
case ,.as that which leads to the maximum initiai extensional rate. This occurs
under the assumed sinusoid extension rate if a joint sticks when the bay is
about 50 percent extended. The second case and third cases were chosen *o
maximize the control force. These also occur under an assumed sinusoid exten-
sion rate if a hinge joint sticks when the bay is either about 10 percent or
90 percent extended.
The resulting peak dynamic bending moments, which occur at the stuck hinge
joint, are shown in figure V-D-5 over a range of average extensional rates.
The bending strength of the truss members is not precisely known at this time,
but it is safe to assume that it is greater than 2000 foot pounds. Nominal
extensional rates are considered to be below i bay per minute. Thus, figure 5
indicates that at such slow deployment rates, member failure will not occur if
a hinge joint sticks. The results also indicate that this deployment rat_ is
very conservative and higher rates may be considered.
REFERENCE
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Maneuver and Deployment. 25th Structures, Structural Dynamics nd
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Figure V-D-I. - Keel deployment for risk assessment study.
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I V-E. RIGID-BODY CONTROL AND THERMAL ANALYSIS
Ri_d Body Controllabilit Anal sis A riL_y___naQ_a]_y____.- gid-body controllability analysis
was performed in order to determine to what extent the overall momentum storage
system requirements would be affected due to the two structural concepts. The
Rigid-Body Control Dynamics (RCD) module of the Interactive Design and Evalua-
tion of Advanced Spacecraft program (IDEAS) (ref. V-E-I) was used to calculate
the on-orbit environmental forces, maneuver forces, and corresponding torque_
on the structure at specified orbital altitudes, orientations and mission dura-
tions, it then determines the momentum storage and desaturation requirements,
control system sizing, and propellant required for stationkeeping, attitude
control, and other maneuvers. The principal features of RCD are shown in figure
V-E-I. The total torque and force time histories are analyzed to determine
cyclic and secular momentum buildup for momentum exchange system sizing and
: desaturation requirements. Momentum desaturation requirements are met using
reaction control system (RCS) thrusters. The RCS requirements are also deter-
mined for stationkeeping.
The mass ,.'operties summary, environmental force and torque summary,
propellant requirements and momentum storage requirements for the deployable
and erectable concepts are shown in Table I. The RCD analysis was performed
for three operational altitudes; 220NM, 250NM, and, 270NM. The overall mass
properties for each of the IOC concepts are similar to the R,ference
configuration. The maximum aerodynamic forces are experienced when the solar
arrays are perpendicular to the direction of flight. The corresponding torques
are then experienced about the axis perpendicular to the orbital plane. By
integrating the torques around a complete orbit, both cyclic and secular
momentum vectors are determined. The cyclic momentum vector is used to deter-
mine the number of equivalent Skylab CMG's necessary to absorb the momentum.
The worst case conditions occurred at the 220NM altitude, where the number of
CMG's required for momentum storage is at its highest. The number of CMG's
required aL this altitude is 6 for both the 15 foot and 9 foot concepts.
The amount of propellant required for stationkeeping for both concepts are
within one percent of each other. The propellant requirement for the CMG
desaturation shows that approximately 5 percent more propellant is required
for desaturation of the CMG's on the 9 foot depluyable concept than for the 15
foot erectable concept at 220NM altitude. This percentage reflects in an
additional 400 pounds of fuel to be carried along for each 90-day resupply
interval.
Thermal Analysis.- Thermal analysis of both concepts was performed in
order to identify any deficiencies in overall integrity of the support structure.
This was achieved through the use of the Thermal Analysis (TA) module in IDEAS.
TA calculates the transient temperature response for each structural member at
a given position in the spacecraft's orbit. Heat sources are solar radiation,
Earth albedo, and Earth thermal radiation. The balance between absorption of
energy of the elements and the emmittance of energy from the elements out into
deep space is used to determine the transient thermal response. Earth shauowing
is included. Three major assumptions are made in this type of analysis. First,
each element is conside, ed to be an isothermal element. Secondly, the radiation
exchanges between structural members are neglected due to small radiation view
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factors. Final ly, structural mere,her-to-member shadowing is neglected. Input
into this module consists of the model geometry, each material's thermal
Lildl _ -_-_" .... "_ " " " _.,,L _,,-,!,,,'4_ h 0 4nr _n,'_ r,n.'_cdLL_, L,_ o,,_ the po_]tlon _n orbit where *"" u,,u,j ,_ ,, _j..._ .........
Output yields elemental tempratures and heating rate time histories.
Since each support structure consists of repetitive structural elements,
a 15 foot and a 9 foot structural cube was created to simplify the analysis.
Members in the cube are shown in figure V-E-2. The cubes were defined to have
thermal properties of graphite/epoxy. The cubes were placed in a 270NM orbit
and the analysis was then performed at 16 points throughout the orbit. Also,
the thermal-induced stresses ar,d loads were computed. The thermal stresses
are less thar, 0.i psi and are, therefore, negligible.
REFERENCES
V-E-I. Ferebee, Melvin ]., Jr.: IDEAS, Multidisclplinary Computer-Aided
Conceptual Design System for Spacecraft. Presented at NASA Langley
Research Center Symposium on Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary
Analysis and Optimization. April 24-26, 1984.
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i! TABLEV-E-I.SUMMARYOFMAS_PRCPERFIESANDRIGID-
BODYCONTROLREQUIREMENTS
_. HydrazineSystem:Isp: 220secBraphit_Epoxyaaterial
15Ft. _ Ft
_NITS
WEIGHT K@ 23274B 27_0@
INERTIAS
IX! 10116SL6-FT2 B2,7_ 72.@0
IYY 10116SLB-FT2 74.54 69.65
IZI 10116SL6-FT2 12.56 5.56
IXY I0116SLG-FT2 .00 0.00
IXZ 10116SL@-FT2 0.76 0,52
[YZ 10116BLB-FT2 -0,03 0.00
MAXIMU_TORQUE_IEETOR I Y Z X Y Z
270NMI FT-LB 0.00 24.92 0,01 0o00 25.35 0,00
2_0NMI FT-LB 0.00 3b.20 0.01 0,00 37.%0 0.00
220NMI FT-LB 0.00 73.40 0.02 0,00 76.60 0,00
MAXIMUMOMENTUMVECTOR
270NMI I Y Z X Y Z
CYCLIC FT-LB-SEC _7.14 4204.2B I22.05 66.71 4415.77 116.43
i " SECULAR FT-LB-SEC 5.71 0.00 19.08 7.35 0,00 22.21CM6REQUIREMENT @ 2_OOFT-LB-SEC 2 0 2. 0
_ 250N_I I Y Z ! Y Z
CYCLIC FT-LB-SEC l&O.lO 6290.61707,84 7.35 6608.67 5,66
:; SECULAR FT-LB-SEC 7.01 0.00 44.29 7.48 0.00 33.34 ,
I CM6REQUIEMENT @ 2_OOFT-LB-SEC 3.00 _.00
i 220NMI ! Y Z X Y Z
i_ CYCLIC 175.9113135.71 293,12 3.96 13908.62 3.16
L SECULAR FT-LB-SEC 104.79 0.00 _5.08 1.58 0.00 0.15
_8 REQUIREeENT @ 2300FT-LB-SEC 6.00 6.00
C.P,IC.S.OFFSET FT. 0.00 0.03 -164.50 0.00 0.00 -172.77
C.6.LOCATION FT. 1.36 -0.03 175.13 0.03 0.00 183.4_
AREAPRO_CI'iON SQ.FT, 25703,}9491,q7 470.69 25789.70504.49 48B.4}
PROPELt.AIIT
_EQUIREe_ENTS
ORIITKEEP
]10 N_I L| 46_7 4668
250I_! LI 701! 7069
220M_l II 14797 14914
CM6DESAT,
270RB[ LI 2807 2948
2_0Nil[ LI 6_12 6842
220Mill LI 66_3 7023
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present paper presents results of a trade study which was conducted to
compare four different trusses for constructing the reference gravity-gradient
Space Station. A set of discriminator_ was established and each of the four
trusses were rated for each discriminator on an adjective basis. A summary of
the evaluation is presented in Table C-I. In the summary the disadvantages
for each truss concept are highlighted by cross-hatching. The horizontally
cross-hatched disadvantages are characteristics which are potentially resolvable
by engineering and development. The diagonally cross-hatched disadvantages are
characteristics which are inherent to the truss concept and cannot be signifi-
cantly improved by further engineering and development. At the beginning of
this study, considerable effort was expended on truss criteria such as stiffness
and response predictability. Although the deeper trusses have an advantage in
this area, no statlon operational criterion has been found which could not be
met satisfactorily by all the trusses considered. Because of the desirability
to grow the space station in an evolutionary fashion as needs arise, growth
potential was deemed to be the primary truss discriminator. A summary of the
major conclusions are as follows:
o 9 foot single fold deployable truss provides:
- Power cable and small utility line preintegration
- Rotary joint preintegration
o 15 foot orthogonal truss provides:
- Excellent growth potential and payload accommodations
- Minimum interference from payloads with station operations
- High stiffness and low cost
- Compact packaging _
o Tetrahedral truss provides:
- Large number of nodes for payload attachment
- Compact packaging
o EVA huur_ not prohibitively different between concepts:
- 9 foot deployable: 94 hours
- 15 foot erectable: III hours
o Erectable, PACTRUSS, and Tetrahedral construction approach with
modular subsystem integration simplifies launch package integration
and minimizes work package interfacing.
]41
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o Number of EVAs per fligilt too high for all construction scenarios.
In the final analysi_ it appParq thai: _plection of a truss construction
approach for the Space Station becomes a decision between advantages in the
initial construction process or operational advantages after the Station is
constructed. The 9 foot single fold deployable was found to have some advantage
in reduced EVA hours for construction, however, the higher cost of the deploy-
i able structure and its deployer more than offset the savings in cost due to the
reduced EVA hours. For this reason, strong consideration should be given to the
_ 15 foot truss because of its potential advantages for growth and payload accom- "
modation. Further studies are required to discriminate between the erectable
and double fold deployable approach for achieving a 15 foot truss Space Station
truss.
t-
, For all four construction scenarios, the number of EVAs per Shuttle
flight has been estimated as being unsatisfactory. To date, most of the effort
on Space Station construction has been spent on estimating EVA construction
times for a simplified set of procedures that were developed for the reference
station. Very little effort has been expended on developing advanced construc-
tion techniques with a goal of minimizing EVA hours. The relatively straight
; forward development of techniques such as folded or spooled utility lines, ano
plug-in subsystem modules, along with optimized construction scenarios should
significantly reduce the EVA operations. For a spacecraft with a long antici-
pated life such as the Space Station, all utility lines and subsystem_ will have
to be designed to be maintained or replaced en orbit. This requirement drives
the development of simple field joints for the utility lines and quick-attachment
"plug-in" modules for the subsystems. What remains is to develop a revised
Space Station construction scenario with the goal of red,icing EVA operations
and evening out the number of EVAs per flight.
A potential alternate Space Station construction scenario is shown in
stages in Sketch B. The first phase of this construction approach would be
associated with building the truss support structure and attaching a temporary
minimal power system, a control system, and a communications system as required
to achieve an operational spacecraft. The MRMSwould be needed on the first
• _._re, the powerflight Lo assist in the Station build-up Additional * .... ""
modules, primary utility lines, and other subsystems could be added on the
second flight (third, if needed). The pressurized modules and remaining sub-
systems would be installed on subsequent flights in a manner designed to even
out the number of EVAs per flight•
Potential advantages that could result from such an approach would be:
(I) minimum work package interfacing, (2) simplified launch package integration,
(3) minimized impact of downstream subsystem changes, and (4) evening out of
the number of EVAs per flight. These four items could also result in a highly
reduced SE&I process. A summary of this scenario is presented in Table C-2.
F
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APPENDIX A
HACIRUSS
A new truss concept, the demonstration model of which is called a PACTRUSS
has recently been developed at Langley Research Center. The concept is a four
longeron box truss that has simple single axis pivot hinges and double-folds for
efficient packaging. A photograph of the three bay demonstration model is shown
in figure A-I. This box truss configuration has surface diagonals that alternate
direction from bay to bay and section diagonals that also alternate direction
from bay to bay. Thus, there are only two node _ypes in the truss, nine member
nodes designated as node A and four member nodes desigr, ated as node B. The
longerons, diagonals and horizontal batten members are connected to the two
nodes with pin clevis joints. The vertical batten members are rigidly attached
to the two nodes, one node type on each end of the batten. The diagonals have
a midlength hinge with a near center latch that permits them to be folded for
stowage in the packaged configuration. There are no midlength hinges required
in the longerons for folding and packaging.
A photograph of the model that illustrates the folding/deployment operation
is shown in figure A-2 and several photographs showing the sequence from fully
packaged to fully deployed are shown in figure A-3. As indicated in figure A-2,
the deployment occurs in a synchronous manner and thus the beam deploys simul-
taneously in both length and width. The synchronization comes from the fact that
the sides of the cube shear and since there are only single degree of freedom
joints all faces must shear simultaneously. Note in the sketch of figure A-2 that
the projection of the top nodes, battens and 1ongerons into a plane above the beam
always form a rectangle with sides of increasing length as the beam deploys. The
synchronization is inherent in the configuration and no special devices or added
linkage mechanism is required. During deployment the diagonal members unfold
about the midlength hinge to their fully extended straight position and the
midlength hinge locks via a near-center !atch thus securing the beam in the
fully deployed position. The folding technique just described and incorporated
in the demonstration model is applicable to flat planar trusses ,_ith bays added
both longitudinally and laterally. The additional lateral bays across the width
fold in the same manner as described for the beam. Thus structures of large
expanse can be double-folded into a compact package and synchronously deployed.
The demonstration model shown in figures (A-I through A-3) was designed
for maximum packaging efficiency. A planar truss of this configuration would
retract to a compact package apprcximately two bays long with a thickness of 4
member diameters/bay plus one member for the end bay (all members in this model
are the same diameter). The width of the beam package is 2 I/2 member diameters/
bay plus one diameter for the end bay. A preliminary examination of the packaged
configuration for the space station keel beam has been conducted based on the
packaging concept noted for the demonstration model. The keel beam truss is
shown in figure A-4. The truss is a nominal 15 foot cube and is assumed to have
a]1 2 inch diameter members. The packaged configuration for th_ keel beam truss
is shown in figure A-5 in relation to the diameter of the Shutt, cargo bay.
The packaged configuration easily fits within approximately one-;ourth the volume
of the cargo bay. It should be noted that for this packaged configuration
146
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(figure A-b) the beam was assumed to have a package thickness of five members
per bay instead of the more compact four members per bay to give extra room in
the package to preintegrate utility lines. The structure is estlmated to require
about 13,000 feet of tubing. The structural mass is about 14,000 pounds based
[_n -_ N 12# 4nrh fh4r[z gr_nh4_._/n.,n .... *,,k_ ._A JU
............................ _..... _/,-v_^z _u,,_ u,,u an al]owance of r,, pefce.t ur Lhu
tube mass for the hinge joints.
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APPENDIX B
This appendix describes the procedures and times required to construct IOC
cr_r_ ct-;_t'_r_n fnr hr_th i'r_ _rnrf,lh,]_ ;_nrt t,hp rt_n!ny_hip tr_J_ qi-rllffllrp_ It
contains the following"
I. Summary r_f EVA Hours
]I. Assembly Tasks Evaluation
Ill. Assumptions
153
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• _I ("I. SUMMARYOF EVA Hd,_,R.)
FLIGHT ERECTABLE(HR'MiN) DEPLOYABLE(HR'MIN)
I 28:08 14"04
II 36:28 38"05
Ill 3:31 _,_'27
IV 19:50 19"48
V 17:05 14:26
VI 3:06 3:02
VII 3:12 3:08
TOTAL 111:20 96:13
t
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!.
If. ASSEMBLYTASKS EVALUATION
ERECTABLE15' TRUSSSTRUCTURE
FLIGHT I
COMPONENTS
GN&C(Guidance, Navigation, and Control) Struts and Nodes
2 _-joints (Rotary Joints) 12 Radiator Panels and Related
4 _-joints ant lar Arrays Mounting Equipment
" 2 RFC/PWR(Power Conditioning Units) 2 MBSU(Main Bus Switching Unit)
, 5 Antenna 2 PMC (Power Management
"_ 5 Communication (Comm.) Units Controllers)4
'_ MRMS(Mobile Remote Manipulating System) I UPC (Utility Power Conditioner)
Docking Rin 9 Power Cable Lines
4.
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) *FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
=l RATI NG
i) Unstow framework/strut-node 0:12 I E3
Package I with RMS(Remote
Manipulator System)
2) Build frame with MFR(Manipu_ 0:45 2 E4b
lator Foot Restraint)
(15 struts)
3) Unstow strut-node package II 0:12 i
with RMS
4) Build center bay with GN&C 3:25 4
a) Position GN&C 0:05) FI
b) Assemble bay with GN&C 3:20) E4b,c(50 struts)
5) Install MRMS 2:14 4 E8
a) Unfold 0:ii)
b) Position 0:13)
c) Install on center bay 0:20)
, d) Install RMSon MRMS I:00)
e) _heckout MRMS (0:30)
6) Load MRMS- 9 packages ]'44 I
(solar arrays, RFC/PWR,
struts & nodes, MBSU, PMC,
UPC, cable)
;' * See Appendix C
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P [ i
' !ASF. P TIME (hR'M]N) _EASI!_!LirY [ A>>LIMI_,_'(]NSF
B.... ,.i pore bay I (]3 struts) 0:13 _ E_a
8) Assemble port _-joint 0"47 4
a) Position _-joint (0"101
b) Build inboard transition (0"12)
truss (12 struts)
c) Build outboard transition 0-25)
truss (25 struts)
[ 9) Assemble port RFC/PWR 0:52 4
_. converter bay
r.. a) Position RFC/PWR unit 0:07) El
i: b) Assemble bay (45 struts) 0:45) L4a
_-, 10) Build port bay 5 (13 struts) 0:13 ;!
.i
11) Install port solar arrays 0:42 4
a) Position solar array I 0:07) El
b) Install (14 strucs) 0:14) E4a
c) Repeat a) + b) for solar 0:21)
array I I
12) Install power/utility cable 1"12 2/4
and MBSU/PMC/UPCs back to
cargo bay
a) Move 5 bays (0:09) E6
b) Install cable (0:09) (2) E5
c) Install units (I MBSU, (0"45) (4) E7
I PMC, I UPC)
13) Loa,_ MRMS - 2 packages 0:23 :_
(solar arrays, RFC/PWR)
14) Repeat steps #7-12 (less i 3"44:00
UPC) for starboard side
15) Deploy solar ararys i:00 I E8 '
]6) Unload MRMS - 2 packages 1:10 I
(cable) Load MRMS - 4
packages (radiators, antenna,
communication boxes)
17) Install port radiators 2:13 4 E8
a) Move to position (3 bays) (0:05)
b) Crew in MFR to maneuver (0:08)
_: radiators
_. c) Install 6 radiator panels (2:00)
156
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Ei TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONSI _) hA ..... J- - "I'IU V t_ UUlJU sLa_budld f dd;dLur 2:00 I
I position, installing antenna
a) Move 6 bays (0:10)b) Install 5 antenna _0:50) EIO
I c) Install 5 comm. boxes (0:50)
cl) 10 Connections (0:I0)
19 Install starboard radiators 2:13
a) Same as 17 b, c. (2:08)
b) Move to cargo bay (3 bays) (0:05)
'20 Build docking bay 0:31 2
_. a) Unload docking ring (0:i0)
_ b) Erect docking bay (21 (0:21)
L struts and ] ring)
-" 21 Unload MRMS - 6 packages 1:12
i (strut and nodes, antennas,
comm. units, radiators)
22 Detach Framework 1:20 2 EIO
a) Detach nodes (4) (0:20)
b) Back shuttle away (0"15)
c) Disassemble frame (0:45)
TOTAL EVA TIME 28"08
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts '.,
2) MFR installation and removal
3) EVA overhead
157
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FLIGHT II
COMPONENTS
48 Radiator Panels & Related 6 Fuel Tanks
Mounting Equipment 8 Antenna
2 Radiator Booms 8 Communication Units
Struts and Nodes Docking Ring
Power Cable Lines 20 UPC
Ammonia Lines 6 MBSU
Fuel Lines MRMSRecharger Unit
4 RCSThrusters (Reaction Control System)
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
I) Checkout MRMS 0:30 I E8
2) Load MRMS - 4 packages(struts 0:46 I
[ and nodes, fuel tanks)
3) Build lower keel and install 3:11
fuel tanks
a) Build 12 bays (156 (2:36) 2
struts)
b) Position fuel tanks I (0:05.5) i
c) Build fuel tank support (0:12) 4 Eli
(8 struts, 4 connections)
d) Repeat b and c for fuel
tank II (0:17.5)
4) Return to cargo bay (12 bays) 0:20
5) Load MRMS- 12 packages 2:19 I
(power cable, ammonia lines,
lower RCS thrusters, docking
ring, antennas, comm. units,
fuel lines, UPCs, MBSU)
6) Move back to fuel bay (12 0:20
bays)
7) Build lower keel extensions 8:00.5
a) Build 2 adjoining bays 2
(move 1.5 bays and use (0:28.5)
13 struts per bay)
b) Build 3 bays (39 struts) (0:39) 2
c) Build port extension (6 (1:26) 2
bays - 78 struts) and
docking ring (8 struts)
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TASK TIME (HR'MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
d) Install port RCS thrusters (0"14.5) 4 r12
(4 struts)
e) Lay fuel, ammonia and 1:29.5_ 4 E5
power cable lines to fuei
tanks (8 bays)
f) Move 2 bays (O:O.i_
g) Build starboard extension (i:33) 2
(move i bay, build 7 bays
' - 91 strutsl
h Install sturboard RCS 0:14.5) 4
(4 struts)
i Lay fuel, ammonia and 1:29.5) 4
power cable lines to fuel
tanks (8 bays)
j Move to cargo bay (13 (0:22)
bays)
8) Lay fuel lines (6 bays), 1"30 4
ammonia lines (11 bays),
power cable (Ii bays) on
way to cargo bay
9) Install 8 antenna and 3 comm. 2"56 a
units on way back to cargo
bay.
i0) Install 12 UPC and 5 MBSU 4:15 4
on way back to cargo bay
Ii) Unload MRMS - 9 packages 1:44 I
(power cable, ammonia lines,
antennas, comm. units, fuel
lines, UPC, MBSU)
12) Load MRMS - 9 packages (MRMS 1:41 i
recharger, RCS thrusters,
radiators, radiator booms,
radiator mounting equipment,
UPC, MBSU)
13) Move to radiator location 0:22
( 13 bays)
14) Install radiators 3:35 E8
a) Install and deploy star- (0:30) 3
board booms and heat
exchangers
159
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ITASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ! ASSUMPFiUNS
............................ L.....................................................
b) Install starboard (i:02 4
radiators (3 panels)
c) Move to port position (0:04
(2 bays)
d) Repeat a) and b) (1:32
e) Stow 42 radiators along (P 27 4 E13
port keel extension
15) Install MRMS recharger 0"15 4 E8
16) Move to upper RCS thruster 0:12
( 7 bays)
17) Install RCS thrusters (8 0:29 4
struts)
18) Return to cargo bay 2:27
a) Move" 7 bays 0:12)
b) Install 8 UPCs 2:00) 4
c) Install 1 MBSU 0:15_ 4
19) Unload MRMS - 5 packages 0:59
(radiator, UPC, struts and
nodes)
20) Return MRMS to recharger 0:36
a) Move MRMS 14 bays 0:24)
b) Plug MRMS in 0:05) 3 E8
c) Crew translates back 14 0:07) I E14
bays
TOTAL EVA TIME 36:28 :_
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
i) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead
3) Installation of remaininq 42 radiator panels
160 ,.
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|FLIGHT [II
COMPONENTS
Habitat Module #1
Ai rlock ul
Ai rl ock #2
Module Mounting Structure
, TASK TIME (HR MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
r . I) Retrieve MRMS 0:24.5
; a) Crew translates 5 bays (0"02.5) i
_ : b) Activ&te MRMS (0"15) i
_ c) Move MRMSto cargo bay (0"07)
,_ (4 bays)
r' 2) Install module mounting 0-40 2 E8i
structure ]
3) Install Habitat #i 0:30 4 E8
4) Connect Utilities 0:5U 3 EH
5) Ammonia pump hookup 0:12 3 El5
6) Install airlock I 0"20 4 E8
7) Install airlock II 0"20 4
8) MRMSto recharger panel 0:14.5 i
I
a) Move MRMS4 bays (0"07) .,!
b) Plug into recharger (0:05) 3
c) Crew translates back to (0:02.5)
cargo bay (4 bays)
TOTAL EVA TIME 3"31
DOESNOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
161
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I .... )
i FL[GHI IV
I !oMs2 nLNT
Habitat Module _2 ii Communication Units
Module Mounting Structure Ammonia Lines
Struts and Nodes Power Cable Lines
9 Antennas 9 UPC
2 TDRS (Antenna) I MBSU
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
i) MRMSactivation 0:24.50
a Crew translates to MRMS
(4 bays) (0:02.5 i
b Activate MRMS (0:15) i
c Move MRMSto shuttle (0:07)
(4 bays)
2) Install mounting structure 0:50 2
3) Install Habitat #2 1:15 4
4) Connect side panel utilities 0:25 3
_) Remove airlock II from 0:20 4
Habitat I and berth to
Habitat II
6) Load MRMS - 12 packages 2:20 i
(struts and nodes, antennas,
comm. boxes, TDRS, ammonia
lines, power cable, UPC,
MBSU)
7) Install upper keel and cross 3:10 2
boom
a Move MRMS 18 bays (0:30)
b Install upper keel to (2:_0)
port (10 bays-130 struts)
c Move MRMS 2 bays star (0:04)
board
d) Build 2 bays (2_ struts) (0:26)
B) Install upper boom utilities 4:57
a) Move MRMS 5 bays (0:09)
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( J
i TASK TIME (HR:MIN) i FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTiUNS
b) Ir,_t_11. _v_w_?rrah1_ lin_,_ (0:3Li I 4
I ammonia lines
C) Install 2 TDRS antenna (0:52 3 El6
(8 struts, 2 antennas,
2 comm. units)
d) Install 9 antennas and 9 (3"18 4
comm. units
9) Install upper keel utilities 3:39
• a) Move i0 bays (0:17
b) Install power cable lines (0:52 4
and ammonia lines
c) Install 9 UPCs and I MBSU (2:30) 4
i0 Return to cargo bay (]8 bays) 0:30
ii Unload MRMS - 9 packages 1:45
(struts and nodes, antennas,
comm. units, ammonia lines,
power cab}e, UPC)
12 Return to charger 0:14.5
a) '_ove MRMS4 bays (0:07)
b) Plug-in MRMS (0:05) 3
c) Crew translates 4 bays (0:2.5)
TOTAL EVA TIME 19:50
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
I) Systems checkout
2) EVA overhead time
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1985024868-164
L FLI(_UlV
_- _sOMPONENT'_
L(_qistic _4udule ana 3 _:u_,_ Tar_v.s Puw_r (.ai_l_ L;r,_,
4 i;-joints and So ar ArF_, '_ RF{I/PWR
12 Radiator Panels a i(I Relat(_.(1
Radiator Mounting Equipment
L
TASK i TIME (HR:MIN) FEA_IHIL[TY ASSUMPrI,)NS
................................. i ...............................................
i) MRMS activation 0:24.5 I
2) Instal] Logistics module i:0(] 4
3) Return to carvo bay (3 bays) 0:I]5
4) Load MRMS - LO packages 1:56 i
(sular arrays, radiators,
radiator mounting equipment,
struts and nodes, RFC/PWR,
power cab]e)
5) Move 22 bays to port out- 0:37
board array with MRMS
6) Build 2 bays (26 struts) 0:2b
l) Build bay with RFC/PWR 0:52 4
module (52 struts)
_) Build I bay (13 struts) 0'13
9) Install solar arrays (14 0:42 4
struts)
IU) Build outer bay (13 struts) 0:L3
ii) Move to starboard uutboarJ 2:43
arraj
a) Move 4 bays (0:07)
b) [nstal power cable lines (0:04) 2
c) Instal radiators (t) (2;13) 4
pam,1 s
d) Mov,_ I l)ays (U:I_)
16a
m
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i 985024868-16,
TASK TIME (HR:M;N) IFEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS._I
13 i)eploy s_;lar arrays (4) i00 I i
14 Rett_r'n 4_MS r,o cargo bay U:3_
(23 r)ays)
15 Unload HRMS - 6 packages I IU I
(SLrUts, and node3, power
cat)! e, radiators)
a
16 Retu;'_ MaMS tu charger 0"14.5 3
I
TOTAL EVA TIME 1_1'U5
DOES NOT INCL_JDE
i) System checkouts
2) EVA overh(_ad tiTi_e
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1985024868-166
L FLIGHT VI
COMPONENIS
Lab Module #2
Module MounLing Structure
TASK TIME (HR MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
I) Activate MRMS 0:24.5 I
2) Install mounting structure 0"50 2
3_ Install lab module #2 1:15 4
4) Connect utilities 0:25 3
5) Return MRMSto charger 0:11.5
a) Move 2 bays (0:04)
b) Plug in MRMS (0:05) 3
c) Crew translate to shuttle (0:2.5) I
TOTAL EVA TiME 3:06
DOESNOT INCLUDE:
1) System c_eckouts
2) EVA overhead time
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1985( 24868-167
FLIGHT Vl !
£_;i,tFONFNTS
Lab Module 51
Module Mounting Structure
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
1) Activate MRMS 0:24.5 1
2) Install mounting structure 0:50 2
3) Install lab module #I 1:20 4 I
i4) Connect utilities 0:25 3
5) Return to recharger 0:12.5
a) Move MRMS3 bays (0:05)
b) Plug in MRMS (0:05) 3
c) Crew translate to shuttle (0:02.5) i
_ TOTAL EVA TIME 3:12
_i_it DOESNOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
!i
r"
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1985024868-168
_ _." _ _ ,'.." "i"'. '_, _ h
DEPLOYABLE9' TRUSSSTRUCTURE
FLIGHT I
PRE-!NTEGRATEDCOMPONENTS ON-ORBIT INTEGRATEDCOMPONENTS
GN&C 5 Antennas i UPC ,
2z-joints 5 Communication Units
4 B-joints & Solar" Arrays MRMS
2 RFC/PWR Dockin 9 Ring
Power Cable Lines 12 Radiator Panels
Deployable Structure 2 MBSU
Radiator Mounting Equipment 2 PMC
TASK TIME (HP'MIN) _EASIBII. ITY ASSUMPTIONS
Install radiators 4:13 4 DI
i) a) Crew ingress MFRand (0:08)
maneuver to position
b) Install 6 radiators (I) (2:00)
t c) Move to radiator II (0:05)
', d) Repeat b) (2:00)
2) Rotate 38' deployable struc- O:ii I D2
; ture package to position
3) Deploy solar array boxes (4) 0:05 i DI
_- 4) Deploy rail extensions (2 O:Ob I D1
per end)
L
5) Deploy transverse boom (14 1:22 4 DI,3
bays)
a) Crew check for correct (O:IO)
ii deployment
_il b) Deploy boom (1-12)
6) Install MRMS 2:03 4 DI
a) Position MRMS (0:13)
b) Install MRMSon structure (0:20)
c) Install RMSon MRMS (i:00)
d) Checkout MRMS (0:30)
7) Deploy solar arrays (4 I:00 ! DI
8) Erect one docking bay 13 0:19 2 D4
struts, 4 connections)
168
, ],, ,._,,.........,_ ......,_..,._.?
............ 1985024868-169
TASK TIME (HR'MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
i 9) Load MRMS - 5 packaqes Ii:57 1 rJF
(antennas, comrn, units,
MBSU, PMC, UPC)
10) Install antennas 1:50 4 D6i
a) 5 antennas (0"50)
,_: b) 5 comm. units (0:50)
li c) 10 connections (0"i0)
• 11) Install 1:15 4 D7
2 MBSU, 2 PMC, UPC
12) Move MRMS20 bays during 0"20 D8
instal I at ion
13) Unload MRMS - 2 packages 0:24 i
(antenna, comm. units)
TOTAL EVA TIME 14" 04
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts
2) MFR instal]ation/removal
3) EVA overhead time
4) Detach from cargo bay
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1985024868-170
i FLIGHT II
D_-.. [ _IT_-('.D/_-[E[', /'//M[)/)ML MT(. (......... ]-] , ........... "'-'' _.:()_iPL_'|E[__:')
..................................
Deployable StrucLure 4 RCS Thrusters Struts _ Nodes
Power Cable Lines Ammonia Lines 2() UPC
6 Fuel Tanks Fuel Lines O MBSo
Docking Ring 8 Antennas MRMSRecharger .
Radiator Booms & Related 8 Comm. Units Unit:
Mounting Equipment 48 Radiator Panels
TASK TIME ( HR•',_.IN) FEAS]BILITY ASSUMPTIONS
1) Checkout MRMS 0:30 ] DI
2) Install lower keel structure 2:46 4 DI,3
a) Unstow & position keel (0:27)
b) Attach keel to transition (0:20)
boom
c) Connect utilities (0:02)
d) Deploy rail extension (0:15)
e) Deploy lower keel (20 (1:42)
bays)
t
i_ 3) Deploy radiator booms 0:i0 3 D1a) Deploy booms (0:05
I_ b) Deploy radiator heat 0:05)
exchangers
4) Load MRMS - 3 packages 0:36 1
(struts & nodes, radiators)
5) Move MRMS to radiator booms 0:20 _ "
( 20 bays)
6) Erect 4 bays (32 struts) 0:52 2
7) Install radiators 2:38 4 DI "
a) Move to port side (2 0:05)
bays) and positionI
crewman
b) Install 3 radiator panels 1:00)
c) Move MRMS starboard (4 0:04)
bays)
d) Position crewman (0:02)
e) Repeat b (1:00)
f) Stow radiator package (42 (0:27) [)9
panels)
170 ',
1985024868-171
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONb
8) MRMS to cargo bay (23 bays) 0"23
9) Load - i package (keel 0:Ii
extensions)
10) Move to end of lower keel 0:23
(23 bays)
' 11) Deploy keel extensions 1:34 4
a) Position port keel (0:12)
extension
b) Install keel extension (0:20)
c) Deploy keel extension (1:02)
(12 bays)
12) Move to starboard position 0:04
(4 bays)
13) Repeat ii for starboard keel 1:34
extension
14) Move MRMSto erect internal 0:03
bays (_ bays)
15) Build internal structure 1:04 2
a) MRMSmoves 6 bays (0:06)
b) Build 4 bays (32 struts) (0:58)
2 bays (26 struts)
16) Return to cargo bay (31 bays) 0:31
17) Load MRMS - 7 packages 1:20
(RCS thrusters, ammonia
lines, fuel lines)
18) Move MRMSto lower keel port 0:36
extension (36 bays)
19) Install port RCS thruster 0:14.5 4 DIO
(4 struts)
20) Move MRMS 18 bays 0:18
21) Lay lines: fuel lines (15 2:04.5 4 DII
bays)
ammonia lines (I0 bays)
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i 985024868-i 72
L.....TAq_ i,,,L (,_n.t. _ I_l FEASIBILITY Ab_UMPI IONS
2R) Move to starboard RCS 0:11
posit:ion (Ii bays)
23) Install RCS starboard 014.5 4
thrusters (4 struts)
24) Move MRMS 13 bays 0:13
25) Lay lines: fuel lines (15 1:54 4
bays)
ammonia lines (10 bays)
26) Lay lines to upper RCS 1:4!.5
thrusters
a) Move 10 bays (0:10)
b) Lay fuel and ammonia lines (1:31.5)
27 Install 2 upper RCS thrusters 0:29 4
(8 struts)
28 Lay lines back to cargo bay 0"48.5
a) Move ii bays (0:111
b) Lay ammonia lines (0:37.5)
29 Unload MRMS - 3 packages 0:36 i
(ammonia lines, fuel lines)
30) Load MRMS - 5 packages (UPC, 0"57
MBSU, MRMS recharger unit,
antennas, and comm. boxes)
31) Move to port keel extension 0:46
(34 bays) and then starboard
keel extension (12 bays)
32) Instal lations 'J:26 4
a) Antennas (_3), comm. units (2:56)
(8), connections (16)
b) UPC(20) (5:00)
c) MBSU (6) (1:30)
33) MRMS Recharger' 0:25 _ ',;I
a) Move to p(_sition (I0 hays) ((I'10
b) Inst_ll recharger (0:15
i 34) Return to cargo bay (24 hays) U:24
172
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1985024868-'173
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY &SSUMPTIONS
35 Unload MRMS - 6 packages L:10 i
(antenna, comm. units, U!)C,
MBSU)
36) Move MRMS to recharger (25 0:25
bays)
37 Crew translate to shuttle 0:12.5 I D14
( 25 bays)
TOTAL EVA TIME 38:05
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
3) !nstallation of remaining 42 radiator panels
1985024868-174
i FLIGHT illCOMPONENTS
I Habitat Module #i
_! Airlock #I
Ai rl ock #2
Module Mounting Structure
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS ,
ff
I) Retrieve MRMS 0:23
a) Crew translates 6 bays (0:02) I
b) Activate MRMS (0:15) I
c) Move MRMSto cargo bay (O:U6)
(6 bays)
2) Install module mounting 0:40 2 DI
structure
3) Install Habitat #i 0:30 4 DI
4) Connect Utilities 0:50 3 DI
5) Ammonia pump hook-up 0:12 3 DI2 ,
6) Install airlock #I 0:20 4 DI
7) Install airlcck #2 0:20 4
8) MRMSreturn to recharger 0:12
a) Move MRMS(5 bays) (0:05) ,
b) Plug into recharger (0:05) 3
c) Crew translates back to (0:02)
shuttle (6 bays)
TOTAL EVA TIME 3:27
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
i) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
174
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1985024868-175
TASK TIME i,HR'MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
I) MRMS Activation 0"""La [
2) Install nlodule mounting il-bl) 2
structure
3) Install Habitat a2 ]'L_ 4
4) Connect panel utilitie_ U:2b 3
;. b) Remove airluck _2 from 0'20 4
Habitat _'1 and berth tu
L Habitat #2
k
_' 6) Install upper keel 3"47 4
a) Load up!er keel onto (0"i6
MRMS
b) Translate to. upper keel (0:32
position (32 bays)
c) Unfold deployment rails (0:05
d) Attach keel to transverse (0:30
boom
e) Deploy upper keel (22 (i:52
bays)
f) Return to cargo bay (32 (0:32
bays)
7) Load MRMS - 8 packages 1:32 I
(antennas, comm. units,
ammonia lines, UPC, MSBU)
I 175
1985'024868-17"i
iT.',SK TIME (HR'MIN) FEA.SIBILITY ASSUMPT!()N5
8) Move to upper' k_ei (3i Ddy_) 0"3i
9) Install ammonia lines 216 4
a) Move MRMS 26 bays (0"26)
b) Install lines ti"50)
i0) install antennas (same time 3" 58 4
as lines)
a) 2 TDRS antenna (0"40) DI3
b) 9 antennas, 9 comm. units, (3"18)
18 connections
ii) Install 9 UPC, i MBSU 2"30
12) Return to shuttle (49 bays) 0"49
13) Unload MRMS - 5 packages 0:59 i
(antenna, comm. units,
a_onia lines, UPC)
14) Return to recharger 0-13
a) Move 6 bays tO:06)
b) Plug MRMS in (0:05) 3
c) Crew translates to (0"02) i
shuttle (6 bays)
TOTAL EVA TIME 19"48
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
,q
I) System checkouts
Z) EVA overhead time
176
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i 985024868-i 77
t FL[GHT VPRF- i N_EGRATE[) (:[)MPONFNTg ()N-I_RRTT TNT!ZG_IATFD rOMPONENTS
.........................
...............................
Deployable Structure Logistics Module _nd 3 Fuel Lines
4 _-joints Z, Solar Arrays i2 Radiator- Panels
2 RFC/PWR
Power Cable Lines
Radiator Mounting Equipment
' TASK T!ME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
I) MRMS activation 0:23 i
. Z) install logistics modu!e ]'00 4
3) Return to cargo bay (7 bays) 0"07
4) Install port solar array 2"41 4
a) Load port array on MRMS 0"11)
b) Move MRMS (39 bays) to 0:39)
position
c) Unfold deployment rails 0:05)
d) Attach port array 0"35)
e) Deploy structure (6 hays) 0"32)
f) MRMS back to cargo bay 0"39)
( 39 bays)
5) Install starboard solar array 2"41 4
(same as 4)
6 Deploy arrays (4) i'00 I
7 Load MRMS i package 0:12 i
(radiators)
8 Move to l'or't position (43 0:43
bays)
9 Install port radiators 2:00 4
i0 Move to starboard position 0:23
( 23 bays)
Ii Connect. utilities on way 0:08 3
(4 connections)
12 Inst:_11 starboard radiators 2:00 4
177
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1985024868-178
1[']) Return to shtltt2le {d3 bays) !):45
14) Unl',._! I packaUe r):',? 1
( radi ators) I
15) MRMS to rechar<jer, crc, w Lo i_:1_
shuttl _
a) Move MRMS6 bays U:I)b) i
b) Plu 9 in MRMS i) 15) 3
c) Crew translate 6 bays t )Z) 1
TOTAL EVA TIME
L
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
i) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
if
17q
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]985024868-]79
IL I(_iT VI
Ct)MPCJNENr_i u
Mudule Mc_!,nt!ngStructure
TASK TIME (HR'MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPT!UNS
0
I Activate MRMS 0:23 1
2) Install mounting structure 0:50 2
3) install Lab. module :2 1:15 4
4) Connect utilities U'25 3
5) Return MRMS to shuttle U'09
a) Move MRMS 2 bays (0:02)
b) Plu_ in MRMS (0:05) 3
c) Crew translate to shuttle (0"02) i
( 6 bays)
]OTAL EVA TIME 3:{)2
i.
DOES NOT INCLUDE:
I) System checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
t
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1985024868'180
!,
FLIGHT VII
i COMPONENTS
Lab Module 51Module Mounting Structure
TASK TIME (HR:MIN) FEASIBILITY ASSUMPTIONS
I) Activate MRMS 0:23 1
i: 2) Install mounting structure 0:50 2
3) Install Lab #I module 1:20 4
4) Connect utilities 0:25 3
5) Return to shuttle 0:i0
a) Move MRMS(3 bays) (0:03)
b) Plug in MRMS (0:05) 3
c) Crew translate to shuttle (0:02) I
( 6 bays)
TOTAL EVA TiML 3:08
DOESNOT INCLUDE:
I) Syslem checkouts
2) EVA overhead time
Ill. ASSUMPTIONS
E. Erectable Scenario Time Line Assumptions
E1 - RMS Motion:
a) Pac_kage Weight Translation Speed Rotation Speed
MFR .4 fps 1.5°/sec
10 klb .3 fps 1.2°/see
32-62 klb .15 fps .6°/sec
I
(In most cases, 10 klb package range assumed)
(Ref. 3)
b) RMS orient and grapple - 2 rain.
(Ref. 4)
E2 - Release clamps/latches - .5 min/ea
(Based on Ref. 5 Neutral Buoyanc_ tests)
E3 - Load/unload package between MRMS and cargo bay and variations):
a) RMS translates 40' to package Ela) - 2 min.
b) RMS orient and grapple El.b) - 2 min.
c) Release package clamps E2) - I rain.
(4 clamps/2 per crewman)
d) R[,IS extract package Eia) - t rain.
(translate 15', rotate 90 o, translate 30')
e) Reattach clamps (E2) - i rain.
f) Open package locks (E2) - I min,.
(a-e; 11 min.
(a-f) 12 min.
E4 - Build Structure
a) With HRMS (kef. 6) ! min./strut :,,
b) Witil MFR (Ref. /> 3 mirl/strut
c) Maiiually (Ref, ;) 5 rain/strut
, L5 - ,Sable/pipe lines instal|atior, °
a) Cable - 2 at!,achments per" node per l_ne -- 1 rain.
} cor:_,ection per end f line - .5 reIn.
,l?ased ,jrl Ret. 5 Neutral l}uoyancy test,_:)
b) l)i!_( '_, -- 2 _iLt,,chn!ent_ (I rain) ,_rld
i " (,r _o(::: i on (.5 rain! per node per line - ].5 rain.
{jUase,! ,.n Rc.l. _:,qdick a'tachment joints)
r ("
_,L._u t.,', :I!{?',,_ _} fi)lll
' I,bS, .
.As_,jm_,,t inst,.,ll,'_ : ;,, ,)f {h rain/unit
181
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1985024868-182
i E8 - See Reference I, Assembly task evaluation arid assumptions.
_Q Incf_!l _n*n ....
a) 10 min/antenna (assumed)
b) i0 mirffcommunic_tion unit (assumed)
c) I min/connection (assumed
2 connections per antenna (connection between antenna and
communication unit)
!
EIO - Detach framework"
Assumed 5 min/nede
(Based on Ref. 5 Neutral Buoyancy tests)
Ell - Fuel tanks:
a) Install strut_ same as E4
b) I mir,/connection assumed
El2 RCS thrusters:
a) Install struts same as E4
b) Position
c) 1.5 min/connection (assumed)
(4 connection for RCS thruster to struts)
El3 14 hours of radiator panel installation r_maining
El4 - Crew translation"
.41 fps
( Ref. 4)
El5 - Ammonia pump hook-up assumed 2 min/]ine (6 lines)
El6 - TDRS antenna
a) i0 min/antenna
b) i0 min/communication units _
c_ install struts same as E4
d) I min/connection
182 _\
1985024868-183
i [!. De_.2_!.}.L_abl_£bC er[a rq o_ T_!!L-eLi neA s_su,_\!9n__s_
[;i -- S_ Ruference i, Assembly taSK evaluat_en and assumptions
t)Z - Rotate 3_' pac_:aue {See El)
a) Unlatch E?_) 2 rain.
b) 3rapp]e E]b) - 2 rain.
, c) Translate 7' Eta-32 klb) i min.
: d) Rotate 900 Eta-32 klb) 3 min.
e) Translate 7' E1a-32 klb) - i rain.
, f) Latch E'_2) - 2 min.
11 min.
D3 - Structure deployment
a) 5 min/bay (3 min/bay to deploy, 2 min/bay to inspect)
: b) 2 min/sec_ion to check set-up.
_, I)4 Ducking bay"
E :
_- a) See E4 to install struts
b) 1.5 min/connection assumed
D5 - Load/ufiload" See E3
D6- Install antennas: See E9
117- Install MBSU/PMC/UPC: See [7
D8 - MRMS travel: See E6
D9 - Radiator stowage: See E13
!)10- RCS thrusters: See El/
D1i - Fuel lines/ammonia lines: See E5
D12 - Ammonia pump hook-up: See E15
, D13 - TDRS antenna: See E16
D14 - Crew translation" See El4
!
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1985024868-184
At*PENb IX C
FEASIBILITY OF ASSEMI_LY TASKS F(]k SPA(:L STA]IUNi
! 1 - Has been done in space
i 2 - Has been done in neutral buoyancy (]-g weightless environment
_, 3 - Has been done in i-9
i 4 - Has never been done' General
i A task is given a rating based on tne lowest step rating the task has received,
i or example, if a task is composed of three steps where one step Is rated :_ i,
one step a 3 and another step a 4, the overall rating is a 4.
A rating for a task does not necessarily indicate a task can or cannot be (lone,
only that the task has or has not been carried out in a certain environment.
,_ Current or future studies may prove that certain conceptual tasks will be
accomp] i shabl e.
I
' STEP RATING SOURCE
i,
1. RMS grappling a package i Shuttle flight
2. RMS positioning a package i Shuttle flight
3, RMS placing a package I Shuttle flight
4, Astronaut release package restraints I Shuttle flight
(clamps/latches)
5. Astronaut secure package restraints i Shuttle flight
6. Build structure with MFR 2 Ref. 4, 6
7. Build structure with MRMS 2 Per. 4, 6, 8
I 8. Build structure with no mechanical/ 2 Ref. 4, 7
motorized assembly aids
r
9. Assemble a large package to a truss 4
structure
, i0. li_stal] MRMS on truss structure 4
ii Install RMS on MRMS 4
r
I!
I  DU/6000 /oo
I STEP RATING SOURCE
12. Checkout MRMS
a) Mobility/workstations 2 Ref. 6, 8
b) MRMS- RMS i Shuttle flight
13. MRMSmovement 2 Ref. 6, 8
• hl ,i4 Attach cable/p_pe lines to structure 2 ,_eutr_l Buoyancy
Simul at ion
' 15. ('onnectior_s I;ptween sections of cable/ i Shuttle flight
pipe lines
16. Deploying cable inside a deployable 2 Ref. 9
structure
17. Install smut1 units IIMI_Sd/'PMC/dPC) 4 Unknown config-
urations and
placements
18. Install antennas and communication 4
units
ig. Deploy solar arrays I Shuttle flight
20, Install radiators 4
21. l)etach (quick-release) of structure 2 Neutral Buoyancy
from cargo bay Simulation
22. Stow a package on the truss structure 4
23. Instail module mounting structure 2 Ref. 4, 6, 7
24. Install modules/ai rlocks 4 *
25. Deploy rail extensions 3 Ref. 8
26. Deploy radiator booms 3 Ref, 8
27, Deploy solar array boxes 1 Shuttle flight
• 28. Attach deployable structure to boom/ 4
keel
2!). Deploy structure
a) By outside mechanism 2 Ref. 4, 9
b) Self-powered mechanism l Seasat
'i
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1985024868-186
i APPENDIX D
ERECTABLE 15' TRUSS:
COMPONENT SI ZE* WEI GHT*
(Per Package in ft.) (Tot-a-i_-l-bs)
FLIGHT I
I) Structure (2 packages) 22 x 2.3 x 2.5** 3001"*
- 358 struts
- 48 nodes
2) GN&C (i package) 9 x 9 x 9 3779
3) s-joints (2 package") 14 diameter x 2 thick 7
4) B-joints and solar arrays 17 x 4.2 x 5 8276
(4 arrays/2 packages)
5) RFC/PWR - Power conditioning 9 x 9 x 9 3228+
units (2 packages)
6) Antenna (2 packages) i x I x 5 658
k - 5 antenna
- 5 communication units
7) MRMS (i packagel I0 x 16 x 3*** 7
15 foot pla_for,_
8) Docking Ring (I package 5.8 diameter x 1.5
9) Power Cable (2 packages 2.3 diamet:er x .5 187
- 2 lines of cable
- 336 feet of cable "
10) Radiators (I package) i x 25 x 1.5 540
- 12, 25 foot panels
- 2, heat exchangers part
of RFC/PWR system)
ii) 2 MBSU (I package) 2 x i x I*** '_
2 PMC (I package) 2 x i x I
I UPC (! package) 2 x I x i
Total Weight = I%64+
i * Unless otherwise indicated all sizes and weights (:.an be f_und in Ref. i
ar.o any of its addendums
• * Ref. 10 and Section IV, Cost Analysis
• ** Assumed
186 _
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1985024868-187
COMPONENT SIZE WEIGHT
(Per Package in fro) (Total Ibs)
FLJGHI II
I) Structure (2 packages) Z2 x 2.7 x 2.7** 3458**
407 struts
112 nodes
2)a. Radiators (I package) 50 x 2 × 3 336G
48, 50' radiator panels or 5[] x I x 6
' b. Radiator booms (2 packages) 45 x 2 diameter 812
c. 2 Heat Exchangers 24 x 2 diameter 960
(2 packages)
3) RCS Thrusters (4 packages 1.65 x 1.65 x 1.55 266
4) Fue] Tanks (2 packages) 10 x 3.4 x 3.4 5794 (wet)
3 tanks per package (1064 - dry)
5) Ammonia Lines (2 packages 1.17 x 2.17 x 15.25 371"*** :J
- 6 lines j
- 2700 feet
6) Fuel Lines (I eackage) 1.7 x 1.7 x 15.25 731
- 3 lines
- 1440 feet
_) Power Cable (2 packages) I x 3.4 diameter 713
- 2 lines
1320 feet
8) Antenna (2 packages) 4 x 2 x i 1733
- 8 antenna
8 communication units '_I
9) Docking Ring (I package) 5.8 x 1.5
, I0) 20 UPC (I package) 2 x 2 x 5*** ?
6 MBSU(I package) 2 x 3 x I ?
. Ii) MRMSRecharger (I package) 2 x 2 x 2***
Total Weight = 181Q8+(Wet)
13468+(Dry)
**** Used .i Ib/in 3 density of aluminum for O.D. of .25" and .75"
187
, _!,,% #
' ......... •...... °........"--- 1 68-188
!'
COMPONENT S17F WFT(_HT
(Per Package in ft.) (To-t-a-1-1bs)
FLIGHT Ill
1) Habitat Module #I 34 x 14.5 diameter 37942
2) Airlock (2 packages) 6.7 x 8.3 2942 ,
- #1
- #2
3) Module Mounting Structure _
Total Weight = 40884+
COMPONENT SI ZE _EIGHT
(Per Package in ft.) (Total Ibs)
FLIGHT IV
I) Habitat Module #2 34 x 14.5 diameter 34163
2) Module Mounting Structure _
3) Structure (2 packages) 2.17 x 1.7 x 22** 1436"*
- 168 struts
- 52 nodes
4) Antenna
- 9 antenna (1 package) 3 x 3 x i "_
- 2, 9'-TDRS (2 packages) 4.5 x I diameter 180
- Ii communication units 3 x 4 x I _
(1 package)
5) Ammonia Lines (2 packages) 15.25 x 1.17 x I 173"***
- 6 lines
- 1260 feet
6) Power Cable (2 packages) I x 2.5 diameter 260
- 2 lines
480 feet
7) 9 UPC (I package' 3 x 3 x I*** j ?
i MBSU(i package) I x I x I L
Total W_-ight = 3621_
188 t
]985024868-]89
COMPONENT SIZE _ IGHT
_,_r ..... _..... ) (Teta! Ibs)
FLIGHT V
I) Logistics module and fuel 34 x 14.5 diameter 33884
tanks (I package)
2) _-joints and solar arrays 17 x 4.2 x 5 8276
(4 arrays/2 packages)
, 3) Structure (2 packages) 2.17 x 2 x 23** i958 *_
- 40 nodes
- 250 struts
4) Radiators (I package) I x 25 x 1.5 540
- 12, 25 foot panels
- 2, heat exchangers (part
of RFS/PWRsystem)
5) Power cable (2 packages) .5 x 2.1 diameter 130
- 2 lines
- 240 feet
6) RFC/PWR- Power conditioning 9 x 9 x 9 3228+
units (2 packages)
Total Weight = 48016+
COMPONET SIZE WE]GHT *
(Per Package in ft.' (Total Ibs)
FLIGHT VI
: i) Lab module #2 34 x 14.5 diameter ooou_
I
2) Module mountir_g structure ? ?
J
i Total Weight : 55 5+ i
,J
1_9
E ap ",;
1985024868-190
COMPONENT SI ZE WEI GHT
(Per Package in ft.) (Total lbs)
FL IGHT V I I
I) Lab module 41 34 x 14.5 diamete 39495
2) Module mounting structure _
Total Weight = 39495+
190
1985024868-191
DE_'I.,,rABLF 9' TRUSS STRUCTURE:
..............................
COMPJNENT SI ZE WEIGHT
(Per _.c-_age i_ ft.) (Iota] Ibs)
F[ iGHT I
! Transverse boom structure ;l x 9 x 32 16715
,'i package)
_ncludes GN&C, RFC/PWR'_
c_-joints, power cabies,
solar arrays, support
"*structure (14 bays),
heat exchangers
2 Antenna I x I x 5 658
5 antenna (i package
5 communication units
(i package)
3) MRMS (i package) 1.5 x 9 x 9*** _l
4) Erectable structure I.I/ x I x 13"" i59""
(I package)
- 20 struts
- 4 nodes
5) Radiators (I package) I x 25 x 1.5 420
- i_, 25' pan_:Is
_ bocK:,n'.j ring ([ packau,'] 5.; _.',diamet,_r x 1.5 ".:
/ '"M_,%I]:i!i)acKa_jel ;',,I x.l**" v
i IF'I. (I p,_kage) ! x I × I _
T[_tal Weight _- 1/952+
19]
• #
1985024868-192
COMPONENT SIZE WEIGH]
i Per Packaye in ft. (T(_(al Ib_
FLIr'_'T'IUiI_ .
i) Deployable structure 4/.2 x _ × 9 _()2 (wet
51]7Z - _Iry)(I package)
includes lower Keel**
structure (23 bays),
fuel tanks, radiator
booms, heat excnanyers,
power cable (23 bays
2) Deployable structure q x II./ × 10.3 ?_Q3_.+
,,_ packayes)
•- includes kee] _t_r,s u,,**
structure (13 bays/pk_j),
power cable (13 bays/
pkg), d,'ckiny ring
3) RCS Thrusters (4 packagvs', ._5 x i._,s _ l._h 7b_,
4) Erectable struts and r_ud_s L'.n × I.Z _ i, .... _,'/u**
(2 packages)
IIU struts
24 nodes
5) Radiators (2 package, s) b,: _ i . ._ <,3_I) ,
- 4U, 50' panels
b) Am,ionia lines (2' p,tc_at;_s'_ _.i'_ :.. ;_.", ?. :,50"***
- t_ lines (4_ bays)
- 25gZ teet
l) Fuel lines (I package,) '!.:."5 _ i.? _ !. _LL_. '
- 3 ]ines (41 bays) _
- 11(]> feet
8) Antenna (Z packages) 4 x f _ I l,;_J
H antennas
8 communication units
9) 20 UPC (l packdyu) Z x ? × 5*** i
b MBSU (i package) Z _ J _ I i v
I
iO) MRMS recharger (1 packaye) ? _ ;.' × '2"** !
I
..................................... _ .... L ............
Iot_l W,,it;ht ],_52_* (w_t)
(,,)r" [_l_'_g* dry)
192
1985024868-193
COMPONENT SI ZE WEIGHT
(Per Package in ft.) (Total Ibs)
Flight III
I) Habitat module #I 34 x 14.5 diameter 37942
2) Airlocks (2 packages) 6.7 x 8.3 2942
- #i
#2
3) Module mounting structure 2 ;
Total Weight = 40884+
COMPONENT SI ZE WEIGHT
(Per Package in ft,) (Total lbs)
FL IGHT IV
i) Habitat module #2 34 x 14.5 diame_e- 34163
2) Module mounting ructure 2
( i pack je)
I' 3) Deployab!_ structure** 9 x 13 x 12 2062
r. (1 package)
_' - includes upper keel and
boom structure (22 Days),
power cable (22 bays)
4) Antenna
- 9 anteqn_s (I package) 3 x 3 x I
- 2, _'-TDRS (2 packages) 4.5 x I diameter 180
- II communication units ] x 4 x I
(I package)
5) Ammonia lines (2 packages) 9.25 x 1.2 x 2**** 164"***
- 6 lines
- I188 feet (22 bays)
6) 9-UPC (! nackage) 3 x 3 x I*** ?
I MBSU (i package) I x I x i ?
Total Weight : 3 c69.
193 "
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COMPONENT SIZE WFIGHT
(Per Package in ft.) (T_bs)
FLIGH[ V
I) Logistics module and fuel 34 x 14.5 diameter 33884
tanks (i nackage)
2) Deployable structure'* 9 x 17 x 10.7 12374
(2 packages)
- includes extensions to
transverse boom structure
(5 bays per package),
RFC/PWR, power cables
(5 bays per package)
solar arrays (2 per
package), heat exchangers
3) Radiators (I package) ! x 25 x 1.5 420
- 12, 25' panels
i
Total Weight = 46678+ i
: COMPONENT SI ZE WEIGHT
(Per Package in ft.) (Total Ibs)!
FLIGHT VI
I) Lab module #2 34 x 14.5 diameter 55305
2) Module mounting structure _ _ I
Total Weight = 55305+
Ii
COMPONENT SIZE WEIGHT
(Per Pacl(agein ft.) (T_bs)
FLIGHT VI I
I) Lab module #I 34 x 14._ diameter 39495
_!i 2) Module mounting structure _. _.
Total Weight = 39495!i '
_, 194 1".)
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In this paper the results of a trade study on truss structures for constructing the Space
Staticn are presented. Although this study was conducted for the reference gravity gradient
space station, the results are generally applicable to other configurations. The four
truss approaches for constructing the space station considered in this paper were the 9
foot single fold deployable, the 15 foot erectable, the I0 foot double fold tetrahedral,
and the 15 foot PACTRUSS.
The primary rational for considering a 9 foot single-fold deployable truss (9 foot is the
largest uncollapsed cross-section that will fit in the Shuttle cargo bay) is that of ease
of initial on-orbit construction and preintegration of utility lines and subsystems. The
primary rational for considering the 15 foot erectable truss is that the truss bay size
will accommodate Shuttle size payIGads and growth of the initial station in any dimension
is a simple extension of the initial construction process. The primary rational for con-
sidering the double-fold 10 foot tetrahedral truss is that _ _elatively large amount of
truss structure can be deployed from a single Shuttle flight: _ provide a large number of
nodal attachments which represent a "pegboard" for attaching a wide variety of payloads.
The 15 foot double-fold PACTRUSS was developed to incorporate th_ best features of the
erectable truss and the tetrahedral truss. That is, the 15 foot PACTRUSS will accommodate
Shuttle size payloads within each truss bay, yet the whole keel structure can be deployed
from a single Shuttle flight. ' '
To provide a basis for comparing these quite different construction approaches, a s_t of
discriminatorswere established. In the paper, each of the five discriminators are des-
cribed and each truss is qualitatively evaluated with an adjective rating.
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